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Abstract 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
The distributed computing algorithms are well known for their complexity in design, verification and 

implementation. They behave more notoriously when they are exposed to more hostile environment like MANET. 

The mobile ad hoc networks have succeeded in drawing the vast attention of both, academia as well as industry, due 

to its diverse imputed apps that they provide for personal, commercial and emergency intentions. Another higher 

level research is also continuing on Self-Stabilization, since 1973, in distributed system. However, in context of 

MANETs, most of the research work is focused towards MAC and routing concerns. In this dissertation, we focus 

on leader election in mobile ad hoc networks with minimal help from MAC and routing layers. 

In order to coordinate many mobile computing applications, in MANETs, it is essential to elect a leader. Hence, a 

large number of protocols have been proposed for coordinator election in MANETs. However, most of them use 

message broadcast technique and provide limited failure resiliency. Although, most of the protocols focus on 

reducing the number of control messages, there have been very little attention on ensuring the high availability of 

leader in the event of various types of failures, e.g., leader crash and unreachability of leader, especially in the 

scenario like rescue and warfare, where the absence of leader, even for a short duration, may lead to havoc. 

As title indicates, the dissertation is a collection of works oriented towards ensuring high availability of coordinator 

in MANETs. We have developed three new deterministic leader election protocols, namely MELFA, ELFA and 

DELFA. To the best of our knowledge, the concept used in the protocols has not been used earlier. Moreover, the 

protocols ELFA and DELFA are self-stabilizing ones. 

Our first leader election protocol, MELFA, Message Efficient Leader Finding Algorithm, avoids the broadcast of 

messages and uses multicast and unicast for leader election. The protocol initiates election process with broadcast of 
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messages. Nevertheless, as election progresses, the protocol uses only multicast, and eventually unicast, with some 

information piggybacked. However, MELFA is not fault tolerant. 

Our second leader election protocol, ELFA, Elite Leader Finding Algorithm, elects a vice-coordinator and a group 

of elite nodes, called cabinet, which provides a fault free leader election for average sized MANETs. The cabinet 

concept, inspired from prevailing parliamentary polity in most countries of the world, brings in failure resiliency to 

our protocol. 

Finally, we propose DELFA, DEmocratic Leader Finding Algorithm, is especially designed for large MANETs, 

where the absence of coordinator may cause mayhem. DELFA is also stimulated by democratic civil order that 

always ensures the existence of an executive in order to coordinate and take decisions regarding affairs of the state. 

In the protocol, by adapting the terminology of parliamentary system, we create Lower House and Upper House of 

special nodes. In addition, there are some designated nodes, like President, Leader, Vice-Leader and Vice-President 

to ensure very high availability of leader in large MANETs. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 

“When we had no computers, we had no programming problem 

either. When we had a few computers, we had a mild 

programming problem. Confronted with machines a million 

times as powerful, we are faced with a gigantic programming 

problem” 
- Edsger Wybe Dijkstra 
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ireless communication is not mealy a buzz word, rather, it is an innovative paradigm that is 

successfully providing services to human being from wireless LANs [38] to mobile telephone 

communication, wireless PANs [39], and sensor networks. Especially, last decade has witnessed 

tremendous growth in wireless communication that has triggered and fueled the area of distributed computing. 

Now days, due to active research, the horizon of distributed computing has been further pushed to the field of 

Mobile Computing [40] with an objective to furnish efficient solutions in wireless domain with minimal cost 

and reduced power consumption by handheld devices. 

1.1 Mobile Ad hoc Network 
The ad hoc networks have become focal interest of researchers in last few years due to its rapid deployability, 

self configuring nature. The mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) [41] are collection of peer to peer mobile 

nodes which are dynamic and designed as per need. The life span and mobility of nodes in MANETs are very 

constrained, unlike cellular systems where nodes have larger life line as well as greater mobility under some 

pre-designated coordinator (BSS). Any node, in such a network, can communicate directly with its neighbors 

that are in its transmission radii. A mobile ad hoc network can be defined as following: 

A mobile ad hoc network is an infrastructureless collection of mobile nodes without any pre-designated 

coordinator. In such a network, each participating node acts as host as well as router. Any two nodes are called 

neighbors if they are in the transmission range of each other and can communicate. The node mobility may 

often lead to link breakages and link formations. 

Figure 1.1: Real MANET Example. [42] 

W 
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We can classify ad hoc networks, depending on their coverage area, into several classes [43] like Body Area 

Network (BAN), Personal Area Network (PAN), etc.  

1.1.1 Characteristics of MANETs: 

As, ad hoc networks are autonomous network, IBM [37, 44] defined four major and four minor characteristics 

of ad hoc network. Based upon human biological system, they have termed self-CHOP to these four major 

characteristics. All these characteristics are as follow: 

 
Figure 1.2: Characteristics of MANETs. Four major and minor characteristics of MANETs. [37] 

• Self Configure: Self-configure is the property to implement specific strategies to change the relations 

among the components to guarantee either survivability in changing environments or a higher 

performance. 

• Self Heal: Self heal is the property to detect or predict faults and automatically correct faults (events 

that cause the entire system or parts of it to malfunction). 

• Self Optimize: Self optimize is the property of monitoring its components and fine-tune the resources 

automatically to optimize the performance. 

• Self Protect: Self Protect is the property of anticipating, detecting, identifying and protecting itself 

from attacks in order to maintain overall integrity. 

Additionally, the four minor characteristics are: 

• Self Aware: Self aware means knowing itself (its components, resources, the relations among them, 

and the limits) in a detailed manner. 

• Self Adapt: Self adapt means automatically identifying the environment, generating strategies on how 

to interact with neighboring systems, and adapt its behavior to a changing environment. 
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• Self Evolve: Self evolve means generating new strategies and implementing open standards. 

• Self Anticipate: Self anticipate means anticipating the requests for resources from the users without 

involving them in the complexity of its functionality. 

In addition, MANETs also have the following characteristics [29]: 

• Ad hoc Deployment: The nodes may be positioned according to need of application, which is not 

necessarily in a regular pattern like grid and hypercube, etc. Due to mobility characteristic, all nodes 

get their arbitrary location in the network. In addition, high mobility results in frequent topology 

changes and unpredictably of position, in which many mobile nodes move in and out of wireless 

network without any fixed access point. Moreover, the portability of nodes and the communication 

medium being wireless, MANETs provide very high speed of deployment. 

• Limited Resources and Energy: Unlike, static hosts, mobile hosts have limited resources, e.g., battery 

power, memory size, computational power, bandwidth, transmission range, etc. Thus, it is required to 

execute minimum number of actions by all nodes in order to overcome the resource constraints. 

• Multiple Components: The communication links among mobile nodes may go up and down 

frequently, due to node movement and limited resources at nodes. Thus, the MANETs may consist of 

multiple connected or disconnected components. 

• Multi-hop Communication: In ad hoc network, limited transmission range of nodes result in multi-hop 

communication. Suppose, for example, mobile node A wants to send data to some other node B that is 

out of range of A and hence, the data transmission needs to relay through several in-between nodes. 

• Error-prone Wireless Medium: The wireless medium, being an open channel, is more error-prone than 

the wired medium and collisions could occur more frequently. 

• Limited Security: Security is a prevention measure against malicious attacks at the cost of high 

computation; thus, due to limited resources at host, it cannot be implemented easily in MANETs. 

1.1.2 Application of MANETs: 

Ad hoc networks have been gaining more research interest in recent few years. They can be used for various 

personal, commercial and emergency purposes. Some of the major applications of MANETs are as following: 

• Personal Purposes: MANETs have been gaining more popularity in personal usage field, e.g., mobile 

phones, laptops, palmtops, tablets, PDA, MP3 player, camcorders, etc, that assist the home 

applications, like conferences and meetings, to create instant network for the purpose of sharing file, 

data, video and audio, without the presence of any assigned leader.  

• Commercial Purpose: Ad hoc network can also be connected to a fixed backbone network through a 

dedicated gateway enabling IP networking services in the areas where Internet services are not 

available due to lack of preinstalled infrastructure [43]. In addition, ad hoc networks have also 

become the base for 4G networks which provides pervasive computing environments that can 
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seamlessly and ubiquitously support users in accomplishing their tasks, in accessing information or 

communicating with other users at anytime, anywhere, and from any device [49]. 

• Emergency Scenarios: Due to unplanned nature of ad hoc networks, they are easily implemented in 

emergency conditions, e.g., war, rescue, terrorist attacks, disaster management and search [49], where 

rapid deployment of mobile node is utmost necessary. In war fare scenario, ad hoc networks are used 

for military purposes where soldiers can track enemies and their activities when they move through 

the geographic area covered by the pre-established network. 

Table 1.1. General Applications of MANETs. [45] 
S. 
No. 

Application Domain Description 

1. Tactical networks Military communication and operations 
Automated Battlefields 

2. Emergency services Search and rescue operations 
Disaster recovery, e.g., early retrieval and transmission of patient data 
(record, status, diagnosis) from/to the hospital 
Replacement of a fixed infrastructure in case of earthquakes, hurricanes, fire, 
etc. 

3. Commercial 
environments 

E-Commerce, e.g., electronic payments from anywhere 
Business: 
– dynamic access to customer files stored in a central location on the fly 
provide consistent databases for all agents 
– mobile office 
Vehicular Services: 
– transmission of news, road conditions, weather, music 
– local ad hoc network with nearby vehicles for road/accident guidance 
– Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) — remotely piloted or self-piloted 
aircrafts that can carry cameras, sensors, communications equipment or 
other payloads 

4. Home and enterprise 
networking 

Home/office wireless networking (WLAN), e.g., shared whiteboard 
application, use PDA to print anywhere, trade shows 
Personal Area Network 
Spontaneous Networking 

5. Educational 
applications 

Set up virtual classrooms or conference rooms 
Set up ad hoc communication during conferences, meetings or lectures 

6. Entertainment Multiuser games 
Robotic pets 
Outdoor Internet access 

7. Sensor networks Home security and tracing 
Indoor/outdoor environmental monitoring 
Disaster prevention 
Health and wellness monitoring 
Power monitoring 
Location awareness 
Factory and process automation 
Military applications 

8. Mesh networks Residential zones (broadband Internet) 
Highway communication facilities for moving vehicles business zones, 
important civilian regions, university campuses 

9. Hybrid networks Enhancements of cell coverage and connectivity of holes 
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1.1.3 Issues in MANETs: 

There are number of issues in MANETs and can be classified as: (i) medium access related (e.g., distributed 

operations, hidden terminal problem, exposed node terminal, access delay, throughput, real time traffic support 

and resource reservation), (ii) routing algorithm related (e.g., mobility, bandwidth, error prone, shared medium 

and resource constraint), (iii) multicasting related (e.g., robustness, efficiency, scalability, security and efficient 

group management), (iv) QoS related (e.g., reliability, delay, jitter, bandwidth and QoS aware routing), (v) 

security related (e.g., shared medium, lack of central authority, low power at nodes, insecure operational 

environment and physical vulnerability), (vi) energy management related (e.g., transmission power 

management, battery power management, process power management and device power management), and 

(vii) development related (e.g., low cost, choice of protocol, area coverage and reconfiguration). 

The above mentioned issues affect the performance of MANET. However, the performance and efficiency of 

distributed services running on MANET must be unaffected by these factors as far as possible. Hence, the 

distributed protocols, which handle various computing challenges, e.g., mutual exclusion, leader election, 

termination detection, etc., should be developed keeping these issues aside, though these issues do affect them. 

1.2 leAder electioN 
The coordinator election is a classical challenge in static as well as dynamic networks. Therefore, it is an 

extensively studied problem in distributed systems to coordinate and monitor various applications running in 

the network. In fact, our contemporary literature includes a large number of leader election protocols for static 

environment. However, leader election in MANETs is comparatively a less explored area of research. In order 

to monitor ad hoc applications, it is necessary for MANET to possess a coordinator. In the following section, 

we will describe the basic of leader election protocol and then conclude the chapter with the specification of 

objective of this dissertation work. 

1.2.1 Fundamentals of Leader Election: 

Electing a coordinator is a basic challenge of distributed computing environment in order to coordinate many 

applications among nodes. Say, there are N nodes in the network, each with a unique identity. Initially, all 

processes are in the same state, called the candidacy state and any one may initiate the election protocol. After 

the termination of protocol, exactly one node is chosen as a coordinator by all N processes based on some 

features like id, battery power, computing power, etc, and rest N-1 remain ordinary node. The word ‘leader’ 

and ‘coordinator’ have been used interchangeably throughout this dissertation. In general, the protocols for 

electing a coordinator in MANET have the following assumptions [18]: 

• Each node has a unique identifier. 

• All nodes are connected by a bidirectional link. 

• The communication channel is not necessarily FIFO. 

• A node only knows the IDs of its neighboring nodes. 
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• The nodes remain static during election process. 

• All nodes must agree and use the same election protocol. 

• Election message has higher priority than any other messages. 

• No central controller is considered for initiation of algorithm. 

1.2.2 Application of Leader Election: 

Coordinator election protocol is used in various scenarios in MANET as following: 

• Inter-node Communication and Data Exchange: Monitoring communication is the basic responsibility 

of leader. The leader provides privilege to some mobile node to communicate with each other or to 

exchange data with other host or with coordinator by allocating channel among them, refer Figure 1.3. 

Figure 1.3: Inter-node Communication and Data Exchange. In figure (a), two MANETs 
are shown with mobile host, cluster head and leader. In, the figure (b), channel request phase, mobile host MH2 and 
MH3 and cluster head CH request the leader, L, for channel assignment. In response, leader assigns channel to 
cluster head CH (for inter-cluster communication) and mobile host. Subsequently, mobile node, i.e., MH2, MH3, 
and CH exchanges the data. It is worth noting that channel request is queued at leader after channel assignment 
phase till the next channel allocation.  

• Key Distribution: In secure communications, the coordinator is responsible for generating secret keys 

and distributing them among all mobile hosts which enable them to encode and decode information. 

• Serve the Incoming Request Messages: Leader is also responsible to serve all types of requests 

generated by various mobile nodes, e.g., the service could generate the valid sequence number and 

send it by multicasting to the requesting process. 

• Grant Privilege: In ad hoc network, each node is not free to perform the tasks, e.g., operation on data, 

accessing shared resources like broadcast on particular radio channels, without receiving privilege 

from the leader. Coordinator is only creditworthy to provide privilege to host in order to perform these 

operations. 

• Routing Coordination: In mobile ad hoc network, each node acts as router as well as host, thus, the 

coordination between the routers is an important issue. A mobile node holds the routing information 

in the form of routing table, which stores entry for each destination, id of next hop neighbor, number 

of hops (metric), sequence number for the destination, active neighbors for this route and expiration 

time for the route table entry.  
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• Agreement Problem: Coordinator, in this scenario, distributes client’s decision among replicas and 

then decides which operation is to be committed or aborted, preferably, without blocking any node. 

Moreover, it is also responsible to detect faulty replicas and faulty communication channel, refer 

Figure 1.4.   

 
Figure 1.4: Agreement Problem. Leader replicates the decision to all its replicas. Deputy Leader 
behaves like vice-leader and token is used to make agreement proactive. Interested reader may refer [50] for more 
details. 

1.2.3 General Properties of Leader Election Protocols: 

In general, all nodes in the system may stay in one of the three states as normal, candidacy or leader. In 

addition, all nodes hold the ID of current leader in a variable CODRi and a boolean variable CODRelecti is 

used to show that node has decided its coordinator, when it is true. Coordinator election protocols for MANET 

choose a correct coordinator eventually. These kinds of protocols are known as stable coordinator election 

protocols. The stable coordinator election protocols must satisfy the following two properties: 

• Safety: After the termination of coordinator election protocol, all N nodes in the system agree on the 

same chosen coordinator. 

∀ i, j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n : (STATEi = NORMAL ∧ STATEj = NORMAL) ⇒ (CODRi = CODRj) 

• Liveness: Liveness property represents that all mobile nodes start election process in candidacy state 

and eventually all node, but one, progress towards normal state in which all nodes connected to the 

system agree to the only coordinator. 

◊ (∀ i : CODRelect = TRUE) 
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1.2.4 Challenges towards Coordinator Election in MANET: 

MANET inherits all the challenges of wireless domain with enhanced complications; thus, coordinator election 

in ad hoc environment is more sinister than in its infrastructured counterpart. The following factors add to 

difficulties in developing a leader election protocol in such environment: [41, 46, 47] 

• Dynamic System: Election protocols developed for conventional distributed system, usually, depend 

upon the network topology; while in MANET, nodes are highly mobile, hence, the topology changes 

at a very fast rate. Intuitively, node mobility enforces frequent network reconfiguration which makes 

the network more susceptible to attacks. 

• Variation in Node Capabilities: Each node has different battery power, computational power and 

memory stacks. Moreover, they may have varying software configuration, traffic load distribution, 

congestion control mechanism, transmission/receiving capabilities and bandwidths. The heterogeneity 

in node radio capabilities can result in possibly asymmetric links. Thus, designing network protocols 

for such heterogeneous network can be complex, requiring dynamic adaptation to the changing 

conditions. 

• Failure of Mobile Nodes: Mobile nodes are relatively high error prostrate unlike static wired network 

nodes due to limited resources at nodes. 

• No Secure Medium: The wireless network is more infringed by a wide range of passive and active 

attacks. Also, the security mechanisms, like secret keys, trusted authorities, are difficult to implement. 

Thus, the working of MANETs is often obstructed by the attacks, like man-in-middle, denial-of-

services, which may lead to elect a false coordinator.  

• Limited Network Scalability: At present, most of the static environment protocols have significant 

network scalability due to relatively small wireless components. However, MANET applications 

involve large wireless components with thousands of nodes. Hence, scalability is critical to the 

successful deployment of these networks. 

Although, these challenges do exist in cellular mobile systems, the coordinator election in MANET is difficult 

due to absence of some static node like base station (BS) and mobile switching center (MSC) in cellular 

systems. 

1.3 orgANizAtioN of dissertAtioN 
The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2 provides a brief background of leader election in 

static as well as in dynamic environment and, finally, discusses motivation behind this novel leader election 

protocol development. In Chapter 3, we describe our first leader election protocol, MELFA and its fault 

tolerant version, ELFA, is described in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents our novel highly available leader 

election protocol, DELFA. Simulated results are given in Chapter 6. Finally, we summarize our dissertation 

and propose future directions in Chapter 7.  
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Chapter 2 
Background and 

Objective 

“Most of what we call management consists of making it 

difficult for people to get their jobs done” 
- Peter Drucker  
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n contemporary literature, a rich collection of leader election protocols are already existing for static as well 

as for dynamic environment. In this chapter, firstly, we provide a critical survey of some of these protocols 

in both static and dynamic domain. Finally, we conclude the chapter by highlighting the need for further 

research in leader election for MANETs. 

2.1 Static Scenario 
In this section, we consider some ascent protocols of static distributed environment. Here, I put them into three 

major categories as ring based [1, 2, 3, 4, 5], non-ring based [6, 7, 8] and other [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14] protocols. 

We will discuss some of notable protocol of these families in subsequent part.  

 
Figure 2.1: Classification of Coordinator Election Protocol for Static System. 

2.1.1 Ring Based Protocol: 

The first ever leader election protocol elect a coordinator in a unidirectional logical ring of nodes. Later on, 

several protocols are developed for ring network. Here, we will discuss some most popular protocols among 

them. 

LeLann Protocol: The first leader election protocol for unidirectional rings was proposed by G. LeLann [1]. 

In the protocol, all nodes are arranged in a clockwise ring and know the size of ring with FIFO channel 

between two neighbor nodes. Any node, not central coordinator, can initiate the election by placing its 

identifier in an election message and forwarding it to its neighbor clockwise. Node priority is obtained by 

organizing nodes into a (logical) ring. The basic idea of the Le Lann algorithm is that each node sends a 

message around the ring bearing its identity. Node with the highest priority should be elected as coordinator. 

The algorithm requires a total O(n2) message, where n is the node of nodes in the ring. 

Chang Robert Protocol: In 1979, Chang [2] provided the solution for unidirectional ring to reduce the large 

message complexity, i.e., O(n2), to O(n log n). It is also noting point in CR protocol that all nodes know the 

I 
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size of ring and it elects maximum ID node as leader. In this protocol, each node sends election messages 

piggybacked with its ID to its successor node in ring. On the reception of election message, node compares 

piggybacked ID with its own ID. If its own ID is lower, the node passes the election message to its successor; 

and if its own number is higher, the node neglect the incoming election message and send new election 

message piggybacked with its own ID; and if equal both IDs are equal then also node follows the previous 

case. 

Hirschberg-Sinclair Protocol: HS [3] protocol is also comparison-based algorithm in fixed size of the ring 

where node with the maximum ID is elected. It is slimly different from CR protocol in the sense ring size is 

unknown to all nodes and implementation of bi-directional ring. In the protocol, each node operates in the 

phases. In each phase k, node i sends election message piggybacked with its ID in both directions to travel 

distance 2k and return back to it. If both messages return then node i continues in phase k +1. When a node 

receives an outgoing ID, it compares this one with its own and takes decision as – if the received ID is smaller, 

then it discards it; if the received UID is greater then it passes it to the next node, if it is not the end of its path; 

it returns it back to the previous one, otherwise; and if it is equal, then the node declares itself the leader. 

Peterson Protocol: Peterson protocol [4] is designed over the HS protocol and it is simpler than HS protocol, 

also requires O(n log n) messages in clockwise unidirectional ring. In this protocol, all nodes are divided into 

two categories: active and relay. All nodes are initially active. Active nodes operate in phases. Relay nodes 

pass any messages only that they receive. By the setting of active and relay nodes, protocol diminishes total 

number of active nodes in each phase. The protocol initiates with its own value as its temporary identifier (tid). 

During a phase, each active node receives the tid of its nearest two active neighbors to the left. If the first node 

sees that its left active neighbor has the largest of the three tid, then it sets its tid to that value and starts the next 

phase; it becomes a relay node, otherwise. 

2.1.2 Non-Ring Based Protocol: 

Ring network provide a leader in efficient manner, however, accent Bully algorithm is keeping attraction of 

researcher till date. Now, we present the Bully algorithm and then some recent protocols which are based on 

Bully protocols. 

Bully Algorithm: Bully algorithm [6] was presented by G. Molina in 1982. Suppose that the node Ni realizes 

the coordinator got crashed, it initiates an election algorithm and sends an election message to all higher ID 

nodes Nj, with respect to its ID. If no one responses, then Ni wins the election and becomes a coordinator. 

When a node Nj receives an election message from one of the nodes with lower ID, say Nk, it sends an OK 

message back to the sender nodes Nk to indicate that it is alive and will take over the election node. Finally, all 

nodes give up except one that is the new coordinator. The new coordinator sends coordinator message to all 

other nodes to notify them about its presence as new coordinator. Key advantage of Bully protocol is that only 

the node with higher ID will involved in election, eventually, instead of all the nodes. However, it exchanges 

high number of message, i.e., O(n2). 
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Kordafshari Protocol: Modified Bully protocol [7] drop-offs the message complexity of Bully protocol to 

O(n). When a node Ni detects that the coordinator has crashed, it initiates an election algorithm by sending 

election message to all higher ID nodes. Each node, that receives election messages, sends OK message with 

its ID to node Ni. If no node sends OK message to responses to node Ni, it will broadcast coordinator message 

to all nodes, declaring itself as a coordinator. On the other hand, if some node Nj sends OK message to node Ni, 

then node Ni will select the node with the highest ID Nk as coordinator and then sends to it the GRANT 

message. Reception of GRANT message at highest ID node Nk, initiates broadcast of coordinator message to 

all other nodes and informs itself as a coordinator. 

Dehghan Protocol: In the protocol [8], when node Ni detects crash of leader, it sends an election message to 

all the nodes with higher ID. Each node sends its ID, in response of election message, to node Ni. If no node 

sends its ID to node Ni, it will broadcast coordinator message to all the nodes piggybacked with its ID. If some 

node response to node Ni, it will select the node with the highest ID as coordinator and broadcast the 

coordinator message to all the nodes. In this manner, all nodes know the new leader.  

Now, the response message by highest ID may be lost destined to node Ni. In such scenario, node Ni select the 

second highest ID node Nj as leader number and broadcast the coordinator message to all the nodes, now the 

new leader sends election message to nodes with greater ID to sure that there is no node with greater ID. If a 

message is received from nodes with greater ID, it causes the greatest one as leader. Otherwise, it remains the 

leader again. 

2.1.3 Other Protocols: 

Singh Protocol: Singh protocol [10] is entirely different from all other protocol. In the protocol, leader is 

elected on the basis of some preference, not on the basis of node’s ID. Authors suggested the need of this 

extrema finding approach as: (i) when a leader is elected on the basis of an ID number, it is chosen without 

regard to the preferences of the individual nodes or equivalency and performance level; (ii) all existing 

algorithms relies on the robustness and reliability of node.  

In addition, several other protocols are described for leader election [11, 12, 13, 14], however, all of these 

cannot be implemented directly in MANETs. 

2.2 Dynamic Scenario 
The protocols for static environment cannot be useful in case of dynamic mobile scenario due to several 

existing challenges of MANET like dynamic system, variation in node capabilities, failure of mobile nodes, no 

secure medium and limited network scalability (Section 1.2.4). These are the some of the common reasons for 

development of new election protocols in mobile system. All these dynamic environs protocol can be classify 

in three broad categories as: routing protocol based [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], best node or extrema finding based 

[21, 22, 23, 24, 25], and miscellaneous protocols [31, 32, 33, 34, 35].  
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3.2.1 Routing Protocol Based Protocols: 

TORA (Temporary Ordered Routing Algorithm) [26], ZRP (Zone Routing Protocol) [27] and LEACH (Low 

Energy Adaptive Clustering Hierarchy) [28] are main routing protocol in aforementioned class. In this section, 

we first consider TORA, ZRP based leader election protocol and then LEACH based leader election protocol. 

 
Figure 2.2: Classification of Coordinator Election Protocol for Dynamic System. 

Malpani Protocol: The protocol, in [15], unbends the constraints in [29] and allows to move all mobile nodes 

in any space location instead bounding them in physical location. Malpani protocol is based on TORA [26] 

which in turn is based on partial link reversal [30]. In [30], height of any node is maintained in a triple of form 

(αi, βi, i) which is used to maintain the directed acrylic graph (DAG). These triple is used to maintain the DAG 

in any circumstances in the network. These triples are compared lexicographically to maintain the height. This 

triple calculation is also used in TORA with an extension of triple as 5-tuples (τi, oidi, ri,δi, ID) to handle 

network partitioning as opposing [30]. Thus, in TORA, all nodes maintain height in form of 5-tuples. In 5-

tuple, first three components are form a reference level and last two components are known as offset. A new 

reference level is generated by node i, if it losses it all outgoing link due to link failure and it assigns τi as the 

time when became the sink. oidi is the originator identity, i.e., i, in this case. ri is the reflected reference level, 

initialized to 0, which is used to detect a partition in a network when having value 1. In addition, δi is an 

integer used to order nodes with respect to a common reference level and ID represent the identity of node i. 

Malpani also used the same 5-tuple with an addition of lidi filed to height vector. Therefore, in this protocol, 

height of each node is maintained by following 6-tuple: 

(lidi, τi, oidi, ri,δi, i) 

Initially, reference level has the value (-1, -1, -1). In this protocol, when a node i becomes the sink due to link 

failure, it transmits this information to all its neighbors in the form of updated 6-tuples, who in turn propagate 
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this information to their neighbors and so on. Eventually, all the nodes in the new component will become 

aware of the new reference level of node i. If node i in turn also receives the updated reference level, then it 

detects the network partition and declares itself as a new leader. When two or more components meet due to 

the formation of new links, the leader of the component whose ID is the smallest will eventually become the 

sole leader of the entire new component. 

This protocol handle network partitioning and merging efficiently, however, it is unable to elect the best node 

as a leader. In addition, when multiple topology changes occur, the algorithm can fail. 

Derhab Protocol: In article [16], authors proposed a self-stabilization based leader election protocol, which 

provides the leader for highly dynamic MANET, not for large MANETs. They used the concept of Malpani’s 

protocol with an extension in a height of a node. According to authors, algorithm, in [15], would never 

terminate if reference level generations do not stop. Therefore, the execution of the partition detection 

algorithm is not bounded and nodes can be without a leader for undetermined time. Thus, they stop newer 

computations in favor of the oldest one by introducing time factor in the height tuple as following: 

(Certaini, Tci, lidi, Tbi, Tei, τi, oidi, ri,δi, i) 

However, the protocol is complex and uses large message types. In addition, the algorithm is not correct when 

communication is asynchronous and multiple link changes and network partitions occur during the leader 

election process [17]. 

Welch Protocol: In paper [17], Welch again provided a clever mechanism for leader election protocol based 

on TORA and his previous article [15]. In current protocol, they have also extended the height vector by 

introduction of time factor as following: 

(τi, oidi, ri,δi, nltsi, lidi, i) 

Where, nltsi represents non-positive timestamp whose absolute value is the time when the current leader was 

elected and δi represents distance of node i from leader. In addition, they have used wave algorithm, initiated 

by newly elected leader when different leaders collide at a node, then leader with most recent timestamp is 

chosen leader and this new height is further propagated. When multiple link changes and network partitions 

occur during the leader election process, protocol works well, however, in the paper, author have not 

introduced any new concept, they just extend their previous work. In addition, they have simplified the Derhab 

protocol, nothing else. 

Garg Protocol: Garg, in [18] uses Zone Routing Protocol (ZRP) [27] to elect a new leader with minimizing 

the number of message and time to elect a coordinator. It is based upon diameter of the network. In addition, 

authors impose a heavy assumption to accomplish the protocol as network definitely gets stabilized after a 

single change occurs during leader election process; thus, they allow only a single topological change, which is 

quiet impossible in MANETs. The algorithm executes in rounds proportional to diameter if network is stable, 
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while it executes more than diameter times if nodes are mobile. Correctness proof is also given in the paper; 

however, it is only for the synchronous case assuming only one topology change. 

LELE Protocol: In [19, 20], LELE is designed over the LEACH [28] protocol for wireless sensor network. 

LEACH protocol divides all sensors into cluster under one cluster-head, and cluster-head is chosen based upon 

some probability function. It describes LELE protocol for coordinator election in sensor network based upon 

node’s residual energy, hence increasing network lifetime. In LELE, coordinator is chosen by comparing the 

energy of, initially, one hop away nodes, then two hop and so on. Then compare all energy level with respect 

to hop-distance, and choose GOOD or AVERAGE coordinator. 

2.2.2 Miscellaneous Protocols: 

Distributed Council Election Protocol: The article, in [31] focus on electing a small number of 

representatives (council) out of a (possible large) group of anonymous candidates. The protocol elects a group 

of any size in a predefined range. In addition, tradeoff between expected number of rounds for election and the 

expected number of unicast messages needed is shown. However, paper is oriented towards random protocols. 

Election in Quasi-Static Mesh Networks: In article [32], leader election algorithm for wireless quasi-static 

mesh network is provided, where some nodes designated as mesh routers are static and other nodes designated 

as mesh clients are mobile. It is based on the construction of a spanning tree that includes all the static wireless 

mesh routers. Furthermore, impressive message complexity analysis and time complexity is also given. 

Raychoudhury Protocol: The protocol, in [33], discovers the coordinator out of the top K special nodes called 

‘valued’ nodes. This protocol executes in three phases election, diffusion computation and coordinator. 

Initially, all nodes are WHITE. In election phase, every node select most valued node as RED among its one 

hop neighbors. After that, RED nodes initiate diffusion computation and also include WHITE nodes in the tree. 

After termination of this phase, all RED nodes are merged and eventually the highest valued RED node will 

get the complete weight information about the network and it sends coordinator message to top K RED valued 

node, which again propagate to all WHITE nodes. 

Dagdeviren Protocol: In [34], MANET system is divided into 4 level hierarchy of nodes. At the lowest level 

(L0), nodes interact with each other using AODV or any routing protocol; at the next level (L1), the Merging 

Clustering Algorithm (MCA) is used to clusterize the nodes in the network with one cluster-head for each; at 

L2, Backbone Formation Algorithm (BFA) is used to create the logical structure of all cluster-heads (ring); and 

finally at the top layer (L4), modified CR algorithm is executed to find the supreme coordinator of network 

with lowest identity. 

Haddar Protocol [35]: Mobile Agent (MA) based environment is developed for MANET, and coordinator 

election protocol is simulated using VISIDIA. Although, the security has to be compromised up to certain 

extent, the mobile agent based protocols are beneficial, than message passing protocols, in terms of their 

energy efficiency. Being agent-based, the protocol is free from synchronization and does not need continuous 
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use of all computational resources. The computational resources on a site are engaged only when the mobile 

agent reaches there. 

2.2.3 Extrema Finding Protocols: 

SEFA and AEFA Protocol: Routing based and some other protocols do not consider best node as leader. 

Vasudevan [21] provided two algorithms for MANETs based on best node as leader, eventually. In the article, 

three protocols are suggested named SEFA, SPLEA which assume a synchronous distributed system and 

proceeds in the various rounds of election in a lock-step fashion and AEFA which work for asynchronous 

distributed system.  

Secure Extrema Finding Algorithm (SEFA) assumes that all candidate nodes share a single, Common 

Evaluation Function (CEF) that returns the same value at any candidate node when applied to any node. It 

works in hop-by-hop manner i.e., it chooses the leader firstly at one-hop, and then at two-hop and so on, and, 

finally, chooses the global leader of the system with the assist of seven phases of election. A candidate-node’s 

identifier (ID), battery life, computational power or certified level-of-trust within the system may be criteria to 

elect a best node. In addition, this protocol provides clock synchronization to prevent the replay attack and 

cryptographic secure communication between nodes through private-public key. 

Secure Preference-based Leader Election Algorithm (SPLEA): SPLEA handles different preferences of 

candidate nodes to elect a leader. For example, if topological distance is taken as a metric for determining a 

node’s preference among candidate nodes, then each candidate node have a different value to elect a leader. 

Thus, individual utility functions at each elector-node determine the candidate node’s preference for a given 

tentative leader node. 

Asynchronous Extrema Finding Algorithm (AEFA): AFEA is designed for asynchronous distributed system 

which does not provide any security, however, it allows the topology to change during the process of election. 

In AEFA, each node has a value knows as node weight which represent the criteria for electing best node. The 

protocol uses diffusion computation to elect leader and provides the facility to avoid multiple election at same 

time by every node using computation index. Authors also suggested that AEFA belongs to weak self-

stabilization [36]. In addition, AEFA handles network partitioning and merging are handles efficiently. 

Lee Protocol: The protocol, in [24], is based on AEFA and imposes a list of leaders on each node in order to 

reduce election phases. However, it provides limited fault tolerance. In the protocol, Lee implemented AEFA 

without any major enhancement except the introduction of a list of five leaders on each node, in decreasing 

order of node weight value, where the first node is considered as the active leader of the network. If the first 

one is crashed, the second one becomes the active leader and so on.  

Boukerche Protocol: The article, in [25], presents a leader election protocol that works well under frequent 

network changes and node mobility. Authors also suggested that protocol succeeds in electing a unique leader 

in a connected cluster in a short period of time with few messages unlike AEFA. Also, authors repentant 

message complexity. However, dynamic results are not presented. 
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Zhang Protocol: Zhang [23] also provided the fault resistant version of leader election protocol by imposing a 

hierarchy on the nodes using SEFA with the help of assistant-leader i.e., once the leader crashes, the assistant 

will take responsibility of leader as soon as possible. The protocol imposes two level hierarchy of nodes as 

high level and low level nodes in order to use SEFA. Therefore, it also suffers from large message complexity. 

Furthermore, all the nodes hold the node ID and cluster ID. High level nodes use clock synchronization which 

is itself a challenge in the MANETs and assume that having very less mobility. Only, lower level nodes are 

assumed to move during election process. Thus, authors have implemented SEFA in hierarchy; they do not 

provide any solution for frequent leader failure in the network. Moreover, the protocol must be initiated again 

if the vice-coordinator-in-charge (i.e., current leader) crashes. 

2.3 objective of DiSSertation 
A handful of protocols exist for leader election in various environments. The popular dynamic scenarios are 

wireless network, sensor network and mobile ad hoc network. Despite of flurry of protocols, is there any room 

for new protocol in coordinator election? 

Yes, it is. The MANET is an environment of less powerful and therefore failure prone nodes. Hence, the 

preferred class of protocols is one that elect comparatively better node as coordinator out of the lot of less 

powerful and failure prone nodes. Therefore, in this volume, we consider only the best node or extrema based 

leader election. In the previous section, we have discussed four protocols. Now, we outline some limitations of 

these protocols. In AEFA [21], the large number of control message exchanges, overburden the communication 

link due to broadcast nature of the protocol. Also, AEFA is not fault tolerant. Furthermore, in context of SEFA 

[21], author used clock synchronization, which is also not a preferred approach for MANETs. The protocol, in 

[24], may violate safety requirement due to the existence of multiple leaders simultaneously if multiple nodes 

do not receive heartbeat message due to some reason. Moreover, they implemented AEFA directly without 

addressing the cons of AEFA. The protocol also assumes the FIFO channel that is extremely difficult to 

warrant. In [23], authors have implemented only SEFA in a logical hierarchy without providing any solution 

for frequent leader failure in the network. Nevertheless, protocols, in [23, 24] are fault tolerant. The protocol, 

in [25], is different from AEFA is term of network partition handing; however, the contribution is marginal. 

Essentially, the authors have re-presented AEFA in some different words without any enhancement except 

network merge handling. 

In summary, all these four protocols broadcast the control messages and provide constrained failure resiliency. 

Moreover, none of these protocols are suitable for large MANETs where higher availability of leader is utmost 

necessary.  

Broadcast Storm Problem: Broadcast is the process of sending a message from one node to many nodes. It is 

a primal operation for ad hoc node communication like update of network information, route discovery, etc. 

Broadcast storm, also known as redundant rebroadcast [37], occurs when a node decides to rebroadcast a 
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message to its neighbors; however, majority of neighbors might have already received the same message. 

Thus, a significant part of transmission is redundant and therefore must be avoided as far as possible. 

Therefore, the main objective of the dissertation is to design an election protocol which uses broadcast of 

algorithm message in worst case only; otherwise, it uses multicast and eventually unicast. Another objective is 

to have the protocols that ensure higher level of fault tolerance and can be implemented in large MANETs too. 

Primarily, we focus on the following problems of leader election in MANETs: 

1. How to forward the algorithm messages in whole network without executing explicit neighbor 

discovery? In addition, the solutions to this problem should also be able to address the broadcast 

storm problem, which may require some assistance from routing layer. 

2. How to handle the dynamism introduced due to frequent topology changes that may result in either 

loss of leader or may trigger the concurrent existence of multiple leaders? The solution to this 

problem adhere the fault tolerance in leader election and leads to a more eminent degree of failure 

resiliency. 

3. How to design a scalable protocol that can be applied to large MANETs, where even the transient 

absence of a leader may not be tolerable? The solution to this problem contributes another higher 

level of fault tolerance.  
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Chapter 3 
Message Efficient 

Leader Election 

“If we knew what it was we were doing, it would not be called 

research, would it?” 
- Albert Einstein 
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n Chapter 2, we have discussed the motivation behind development of new leader election protocols. In 

this chapter, we present our first novel leader election protocol, Message Efficient Leader Finding 

Algorithm (MELFA), which uses piggybacking technique to avoid broadcast storm problem. Chapter starts 

with system model and continues with message types and data structures for election problem. Then, we 

present MELFA and discuss the prevention of broadcast storm problem, in detail, without neighbor discovery. 

Finally, correctness proof and message complexity analysis of protocol extend the chapter. 

3.1 SyStem model 
We represent a MANET comprising N independent mobile nodes in the form of undirected graph G = (V, E), 

where set of vertices V correspond to the set of nodes and edges E between any two vertices represent that 

corresponding nodes are within transmission radii of each other, refer Figure 3.1.  

 
Figure 3.1: MANET in form of Graph. In Figure 3.1 (a) [48], a real mobile ad hoc network for rescue or 
war situation is established where each host has unique ID. In Figure 3.1 (b), corresponding MANET is shown in form of 
graph. 

In addition, we have the following primary assumptions for election protocol: 

• Node Identity (ID): The nodes have unique IDs. It is used to identify participants during the election 

process and to break the tie between nodes during election. 

• Communication Link: Communication links are bidirectional, reliable not necessarily FIFO.  

• Neighbor Information: Each node holds its neighbors information only. No node has information 

about whole network. 

• Node Communication: Nodes communicate by passing messages over the wireless link. The neighbor 

nodes can directly communicate with each other. 

• Constrained Node Mobility: High node mobility may result in arbitrary topology changes including 

network partitioning and merging. Hence, we allow limited node mobility during election. 

• Message Delivery: A message delivery is guaranteed only when the sender and the receiver remain 

connected for the entire duration of message transfer. 

I 
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• Election Message (EM) and Coordinator Message (CM) Transmission: Both messages are assumed to 

have priority over application messages. 

• Node Weight (NW): Each node has a priority associated with it to become coordinator. The priority of 

a node may be based on its id, battery power, computing power, etc. 

• Unit cost of Acknowledgement Message (AM): We consider that application messages are flowing 

regularly in the network, so piggybacking of AM with application message has unit cost. 

• No two isolated MANETs: For successful execution of MELFA, we assume that there is only one 

MANET. 

The following are secondary assumptions about MELFA: 

• Existence of Routing Protocol: We assume that an underlying routing protocol exists to deliver 

messages between two nodes. 

• No Fixed Initiator: Our algorithm does no assume the existence of some special node, called initiator. 

• Node Buffer: Every node has sufficiently large buffer to store the EM and any further application 

messages until consumed. 

• Higher NW (node weight) node with lower ID has highest priority. 

3.2 meSSageS & data StructureS 
In this section, different types of messages and data structures are presented which are base for election 

process, as following: 

3.2.1 Types of Messages: 

We use three type messages as – (i) Election Message (EM) for election process, (ii) Acknowledgement 

Message (AM) used in response of EM that includes node weight (NW) of sender and always destined to the 

originator ori, and (iii) Coordinator Message (CM) for announcement of coordinator. 

 
Figure 3.2: System Model. In this figure, different types of messages and their relation with MELFA is shown. 
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3.2.2 Date Structures: 

There are four categories of data structures. We define the data structures maintained at each node. Further, we 

associate the data structures with EM and CM. The data structures are as follows: 

i. At ori Node: A node, called ori node, which initiates the election protocol either due to loss of its 

contact with the coordinator or the coordinator itself crashes. ori node has following data structures: 

a. receive_ack[n]: an array of tuples representing AM received from node j and it is updated, by ori 

when ori receive AM from j, as receive_ack[j] = j. Initially, ∀j, receive_ack[j] = -1. 

b. receive_weight[n]: an array of tuples representing NW of the node acknowledged by node j and it 

is updated, by ori when ori receives an AM from j, as receive_weight[j] = NWj. Initially, ∀j, 

receive_weight[j] = -1. 

c. Time Out Value (te): an interval timer, ori waits to collect AMs from all possible nodes. 

ii. At All Nodes: All nodes including ori in the system maintain following data structures: 

a. ID: identity of the node. 

b. neighbor_namei[j]: an array of tuples representing neighbors of node i. 

c. NWi: represents the priority of node i to become coordinator.  

d. CODRi: represent the current coordinator of node i. Initially, CODRi = φ, ∀i. 

e. CODRelecti: a boolean variable and it is set to TRUE if node i has elected its coordinator. 

Initially, CODRelecti = FALSE, ∀i. 

f. STATEi: represent the current state of node i. The mobile nodes may be in one of the three states: 

NORMAL – node is in normal state if it is continuing normal computation in presence of the 

leader; CANDIDACY – node is in candidacy state either it lost its contact with the coordinator or 

the coordinator got crashed; LEADER – a node is in leader state if rest all nodes accept it as 

leader. Initially, STATEi = NORMAL. 

g. election_sendi: a boolean variable and it is set to TRUE if node i forwards EM to its neighbors. 

Initially, election_sendi = FALSE. 

h. send_fori: a variable that contains ID of originator of the EM received at node i. Initially, 

send_fori=φ, ∀i. 

i. coordinator_sendi: a boolean variable and it is set to TRUE if node i forwards CM to its 

neighbors. Initially, coordinator_sendi = FALSE. 

iii. Piggybacked with EM: EM piggybacks the following data structures that are used to forward EM. 

a. receive_election[n]: an array of tuples representing the IDs of nodes that have already received 

EM. When node i sends/forwards EM to all its neighbors k, it updates receive_election[k] = 1. 

Initially, ∀j, receive_election[j] = -1. 

b. ori: represents the identity of the current initiator of protocol. 

c. sender_election: represents the ID of the node that forwarded the most recent EM. 

iv. Piggybacked with CM: Like EM, CM also piggybacks the following data structures that are used to 

forward CM. 
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a. receive_coordinator[n]: an array of tuples representing the IDs of nodes that have already 

received CM. When node i sends CM to all its neighbors k, it update receive_coordinator[k] =1. 

Initially, ∀j, receive_coordinator[j] = -1. 

b. CIDnew: represents ID of the newly elected coordinator. 

3.3 the melFa Protocol 
Our three phase protocol, MELFA, has been designed for MANET; therefore, the nodes may move and/or 

crash during the election. The description of various phases and corresponding pseudo codes are given below. 

Phase 1 – Initiation: The coordinator periodically sends heartbeat message to all other nodes. A NORMAL 

node initiates the election if it does not receive the heartbeat message or it moves to a location that is beyond 

reach of coordinator and it becomes the candidate and, hence, termed as ori node (CANDIDACY). Now, the 

ori node broadcasts the EM to its neighbors and set the timer te. Before broadcasting the EM, ori updates 

receive_election[], sender_election, and sets election_send as TRUE. 

Phase 2 – Concurrent EM Receive: In this phase, node j would receive the EM from ori or from some 

other node i. On receiving EM, node j switches to CANDIDACY state. Afterwards, node j takes either of the 

following actions depending on situation. 

Case 1: If node j has already forwarded an EM (i.e., sender_electionj = TRUE), then it discards all subsequent 

EMs that are received from the ori nodes that have ID higher than the most recently forwarded EM’s originator 

ID by comparing it from send_forj; otherwise, node j broadcasts EM to all its neighbors and sends AM. 

Case 2: If sender_electionj = FALSE and node j receives more than one EMs concurrently, then it forwards the 

EM, which have lowest ori, to the nodes that have yet not received EM. In addition, it discards other EMs. 

Procedure A – Coordinator Election at ori: This procedure executes at ori with the start of Phase 1 and 

outputs coordinator after timer te expires. If timer te has expired and for all j, receive_election[j] is still -1, 

Phase 1 is initiated again. Now, node ori declares highest NW node as coordinator and switches to the state 

NORMAL or COORDINATOR, as the case may be, and broadcasts CM, like EM broadcasting, and updates 

relevant data structures. 

Phase 3 – CM Distribution: This is the last phase of MELFA. If node j has yet not succeeded in electing 

coordinator and receives CM, it accepts the newly elected node as leader and becomes NORMAL or 

COORDINATOR as the case may be. 
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Pseudo Code: Phase 1 – Initiation 
IF (STATEi = NORMAL AND CODRi = ∅) THEN 

 ori ← i; 
 STATEi ← CANDIDACY; 

 sender_election ← ori; 

 election_sendori ← TRUE; 

 coordinator_sendori ← FALSE; 

 codr_electori ← FALSE; 

∀ j: j ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

  receive_election[j] ← 1; 

 Set timer te; 

∀ j: j ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

  Broadcast EM to j; 
 

Pseudo Code: Phase 2 – Concurrent EM receive 
Node j receive EM form i and x 

STATEj ← CANDIDACY; 

coordinator_sendj ← FALSE; 

CODRelectori ← FALSE; 

IF (election_sendj == TRUE AND send_forj > EM.orii AND EM.orii < EM.orix) THEN 

 Discard EM.orix    // EM.orix represents ori of the EM // 

 Send AM 

∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej; 

Broadcast EM.orii to all k; 
ELSE IF (election_sendj == FALSE AND EM.orii < EM.orix) THEN 

 Discard EM.orix 

 Send AM; 

IF (∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_election[k] == 1) THEN 

  Do nothing 

 ELSE IF (∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_election[k] == -1) THEN 

  Send AM; 

election_sendj ← TRUE; 

  send_forj ← ori; 

  receive_election[k] ← 1; 

  sender_election ← j; 

  ∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_election[k] == -1 

Forward EM to k; 
 

Pseudo Code: Procedure A – Coordinator Election at ori 
IF (receive_ack[j] == -1 AND te == TRUE) THEN 

 reinitiate Phase 1 (4 times) 

ELSE 

 ori receive AM from j; 
 receive_weight[] = receive_weight[] ∪ NWj; 

 receive_ack[] = receive_ack[j] ∪ j; 

 IF (te == TRUE) THEN 

  CID ←  max_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

  CODRori ← CID; 

  CODRelectori ← TRUE; 

  IF (CID ≠ oriid) THEN 

   STATEori ← NORMAL; 

  ELSE 

   STATEori ← COORDINATOR; 

  ∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

   receive_coordinator[k] ← 1; 

  coordinator_sendori ← TRUE; 
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  election_sendori ← FALSE; 

∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

Broadcast CM to k; 
 

Pseudo Code: Phase 3 – CM Distribution 
Node j receive CM from i 
IF (CODRelectj == FALSE) THEN 

CODRj ← CIDnew; 

CODRelectj ← TRUE; 

election_sendj ← FALSE; 

IF (CIDnew ≠  j) THEN 

  STATEj ← NORMAL; 

ELSE 

  STATEj ← COORDINATOR; 

IF (∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == 1) THEN 

  coordinator_sendj ← TRUE; 

 ELSE IF (∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == -1) 

  coordinator_sendj ← TRUE; 

  receive_coordinator[k] ← 1; 

  ∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == -1 

Forward CM to k;  

3.3.1 Solution to Broadcast Storm: 

As stated in Section 2.3, broadcast storm generate lots of messages in the network. In MELFA protocol, we 

adapt an entirely new concept, piggybacking some information, which avoids the broadcast storm without prior 

knowledge of all nodes, i.e., neighbor discovery.  According to Phase 1, ori node, say node 1, broadcast 

election message (EM) to all its neighbors piggybacked with receive_election[n]. Whenever, any neighbor 

node of ori, say node j, receives EM, it checks receive_election[n] and its neighbors; then, it sends EM to only 

neighbors which have not received EM already, indicated by -1 value in receive_election[n]. 

 
Figure 3.3: Solution to Broadcast Storm Problem. In Figure 3.3 (a), broadcast storm problem is 
shown where node1 sends some application message to all its neighbor node 2, 3, 4 and 5, eventually, node 2 broadcast it 
to its neighbor nodes 4 and 5 and similar execution by node 3, 4 and 5. The overall process generates 8 redundant 
messages, shown by red color. On the other hand, in Figure 3.3 (b), node 1 sends EM piggybacked with 
receive_election[n] that assists in avoidance of eight redundant messages. 

In this way, our protocol avoids the broadcast storm problem with taking help from routing layer. As we know 

that, routing layer causes more dependency of election (or application) protocol on underline routing 
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algorithm, hence, avoidance of this dependency makes our protocol less dependent on routing layer, unlike 

most contemporary election protocols. 

3.3.2 MELFA Explanation: 

The example in Figure 3.4 shows a sample execution of MELFA. The neighbors assumed for respective nodes 

are given in Table 3.1. Consider the MANET in Figure 3.4 (a). We initiate MELFA at node 0. Hence, node 0 

becomes ori. Subsequently, ori sends EM, piggybacked with receive_election[] = {1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -

1, -1}, to its neighbors 4, 6 and 2. On receiving EM, nodes send AM. On receiving AM, ori updates 

receive_ack[] and receive_weight[], as shown in Figure 3.4 (a). In Figure 3.4 (b), node 4, 6, 2 forward the EM 

to their neighbors, and sets election_send and unsets coordinator_send. Node 4 checks the entries, 

corrospoding to its neighbors, in receive_election[] and forwards the EM to neighbor(s) that have -1 in 

receive_election[] and updates receive_election[]. In this example, node 4 sends EM only to 1, 5, 9, 8 and 

excludes node 0 and node 6. Similarly, node 6 forwards EM only to node 1, 8 excluding node 0, 2, 4 and node 

2 sends EM only to node 3. Also, node 1, 5, 3, 8, 9 send AM and ori updates receive_ack[] and 

receive_weight[].  

In Figure 3.4 (c), node 1, 5, 3, 8, 9 begin forwarding of the EM after checking receive_election[]. Hence, node 

1 does not forward EM; node 5 and node 9 forward EM to node 7; node 8 forwards EM to node 7 and node 3; 

node 3 forwards EM to node 8 only. In the mean time, node 7 sends AM, and ori updates receive_ack[] and 

receive_weight[]. After timer te expires, ori declares highest NW node as coordinator of acknowledged nodes. 

Subsequently, ori broadcast the CM, piggybacked with updated receive_coordinator[], to its neighbor and 

unsets election_send and sets coordinator_send, as shown in Figure 3.4 (d).  

In Figure 3.4 (e), neighbors of ori i.e., node 2, 4, 6 forward CM, as similar to Figure 3.4 (b). Finally, node 5, 8, 

3, 9 forwards CM, refer Figure 3.4 (f). 

Table 3.1.  Initial Node’s Neighbors for MELFA 
Nodes Neighbor Nodes 
0 2 4 6     
1 4 6 8     
2 0 3 6     
3 2 8      
4 0 1 5 6 8 9  
5 4 7 8 9    
6 0 1 2 4 8   
7 5 8 9     
8 1 3 4 5 6 7 9 
9 4 5 7 8    
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Figure 3.4: MELFA in Execution. Blue lines shows, red dashed lines shows AM and green lines represents 
CM. 
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3.4 correctneSS ProoF 
As stated in Section 1.2.3, the coordinator election protocols are required to choose a correct coordinator 

within finite time. MELFA also falls in this category and satisfies safety and liveness. In this section, we proof 

these two prosperities as following:  

• Safety: After the termination of coordinator election protocol, all N-1 nodes in the system agree on 

the same chosen coordinator. 

∀ i, j : 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n : (STATEi = NORMAL ∧ STATEj = NORMAL) ⇒ (CODRi = CODRj) 

Proof: Assume the contrary. There are two nodes i and j whose state is NORMAL with highest node 

weight and there CODR value is different. 

(STATEi = NORMAL ∧ STATEj = NORMAL) ∧ (CODRi = i ∧ CODRj  =  j) ∧ (i ≠ j) 

This statement holds in either of the following two cases: 

Case 1: Node i and j are isolated from the network and no other node exist in there transmission 

range, refer Figure 3.5. In this case, both node i and j choose them as highest priority (NW) node and 

become coordinator of itself, not for the whole network. It contradicts our assumption that there exists 

single MANET. 

 
Figure 3.5: Two Isolated Nodes. 

Case 2:  Node i and j lie in two MANETs and these MANETs have no common node, so node i and j 

become the coordinator of their respective MANET, refer Figure 3.6. However, it is in contradiction 

to our assumption that there exists single MANET. 

 
Figure 3.6: Two Isolated MANETs. 
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Hence, nodes i and j must belong to single MANET and the procedure, Coordinator Election at ori of 

Phase 1, chooses the highest priority (NW) node as coordinator. Thus, either node i or j become 

coordinator of MANET. This is a contradiction. 

• Liveness: Liveness property represents that all nodes start election process in candidacy state and 

eventually all node progress towards normal state in which all nodes connected to the system agree to 

the only coordinator. 

◊ (∀ i : CODRelect = TRUE) 

In order that this statement is to be true, either of following conditions must hold: (i) Node i losses its 

coordinator and require a new coordinator, (ii) The coordinator crashed. 

In the first case, node i initiates the protocol and in second case, any node looking for coordinator 

initiates MELFA. Due to the time out mechanism, single MANET, and the number of nodes being 

finite, ori would receive the AM from correct nodes. Afterwards, it would find maximum NW node as 

coordinator. Therefore, eventually all nodes become aware of the coordinator ID. 

Thus, MELFA satisfies safety and liveness properties. 

3.5 meSSage comPlexity 
A number of protocols exist for leader election in MANET that ignores the wireless bandwidth constraints and 

always use message broadcast; hence, they overload the wireless network. The proposed protocol, MELFA, 

also uses EM broadcast in the worst case; nevertheless, the message complexity of MELFA is much better in 

considerable number of cases. Now, we consider them one by one. 

3.5.1 Best Case: 

In MELFA, in the best case, the minimum ID node always will become the ori, resulting in minimum number 

of messages (EM, AM and CM). Now, we explain it with the help of two example scenarios, as follows: 

Case 1: Let us consider that, unique single node lies in transmission radii of each node. Hence, network look 

like a one-dimensional chain of mobile nodes connected by wireless links, refer Figure 3.7, and thus, all nodes 

forward EM or CM to its only neighbor. 

 
Figure 3.7: Best Case Scenario 1 of MELFA. One dimensional line of nodes. 
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Case 2: Let us assume that, all remaining n-1 nodes lay at 1-hop distance from ori, refer Figure 3.8. Therefore, 

ori sends EM and CM directly to all nodes in the network. 

 
Figure 3.8: Best Case Scenario 2 of MELFA. All nodes are neighbors of each others. 

In both the above cases, total n-1 EMs and equal number of AMs and CMs flow, leading to minimum number 

of messages flow in the network. Therefore, MELFA uses total 3(n-1) messages, in the best case. 

3.5.2 Worst Case: 

In worst case, each nodes broadcast EM to all its neighbors (Phase 2, Case 1). Nevertheless, it is worth noting 

that, in no case, broadcast of CM take place in MELFA. For better understanding, let us consider that, there are 

total ten nodes in the system and node 10 initiates the EM broadcasting. In the mean time, node 9 also 

broadcasts the EM, and so on. This case will execute recursively until node 1 broadcasts the EM. Hence, worst 

case leads to (n-1)(n-1)(n-1)……(n-1), i.e., approximately nn EM broadcasts.  

3.5.3 Average Case: 

In the average case, MELFA executes like the way it is given in Figure 3.4. The execution can be interpreted as 

Diffusion like Computation (DC). Hence, the average case execution of MELFA generates lesser number of 

EM and CM messages due to multicasting and unicasting of EM and CM. Consider, there are total ten nodes in 

system, and, say, node 6 becomes the ori. In the mean time node 2 also becomes aware of leader crash, hence, 

it also acts as ori, refer Figure 3.9.  

This type of concurrent initiation leads to DC tree formation for EM in the network. However, the message 

complexity would be more than nlog2n messages as we do not assume formation of binary-DC tree and we 

have allowed concurrent initiation too. Nevertheless, CM message forwarding always use Phase 3 and AMs 

are piggybacked with the application messages; thus, our protocol produces lesser number of control messages. 

It is obvious from above discussion that, the average case message complexity of MELFA would lie between 

two extremities, i.e., nn and nlog2n. More implicitly, the reduction in message complexity would become even 

more explicit and significant when n become very large. 
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Figure 3.9: Average Case of MELFA. 

 

3.6 diScuSSion 
In this chapter, we have presented first ever a message efficient coordinator election approach which uses 

piggybacked data structure to avoid broadcast storm problem without considering prior neighbor discovery. 

The protocol uses multicast and unicast, unlike most of other contemporary protocols that always use message 

broadcast. Therefore, the proposed approach, having better message efficiency, reduces the overhead involved 

in electing leader for mobile ad hoc network. 
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Chapter 4 
Elite Leader 

Election 

“A distributed system is one in which the failure of a computer 

you didn't even know existed can render your own computer 

unusable” 
- Leslie Lamport 
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ELFA communicates minimum number of control messages for election process; however, it is not 

fault-tolerant. In this chapter, we present our second leader election protocol, based on MELFA, for 

small ad hoc networks, which elects a vice-coordinator and a group of elite nodes as cabinet that 

provides a fault free leader election. Our protocol declares the new coordinator for the system as soon as the 

current leader crashes by maintaining the vice-coordinator and a cabinet of elite nodes, called CAGs 

(Coordinator Advisory Group members).  

The nodes having better capabilities like battery backup, computation power, etc, have been called ‘elite’ 

nodes. However, elite nodes have not been assumed having any special characteristic that may turn the 

algorithm asymmetric, except they are supposed to maintain an additional data structure. On the occurrence of 

failure, new vice-leader is elected from the elite nodes. Therefore, the protocol has been named as Elite Leader 

Finding Algorithm (called ELFA, henceforth). Unlike other protocols, ELFA has three novel properties: 

i. Due to the dependence on MELFA, it does not use broadcast at every steps. Therefore, it uses less 

number of messages. 

ii. The CAGs concept, inspired from prevailing parliamentary polity in the world, brings in failure 

resiliency to our protocol, to the best of our knowledge this concept has never been used early in the 

present literature. 

iii. The possibility of network partitioning can never be fully avoided in MANETs. The ELFA can also 

handle network partitioning and merging efficiently. 

Next, the chapter contains system model, message types, data structures, concept, correctness proof, and 

finally, message complexity of ELFA protocol. 

4.1 SyStem model 
ELFA protocol assumes MANET in the form of undirected graph G. Furthermore, it also has the primary and 

secondary assumptions for election protocol like MELFA, Section 3.1. In addition, ELFA has one more 

primary assumption as following: 

• Unit cost of AM, IM, AIM, NM, WM, UM, LM, CAB: We consider that application messages are 

flowing regularly in the network, so piggybacking of AM with application message has unit cost. 

4.2 meSSageS & data StructureS 
Successive section detects various messages and data structures for election process underline by ELFA, as 

following: 

4.2.1 Types of Messages: 

ELFA, likewise MELFA (Section 3.2.1), uses three basic control messages as – (i) Election Message (EM), (ii) 

Acknowledgement Message (AM), and (iii) Coordinator Message (CM). In addition, following six types of 

messages are used in ELFA: 

M 
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Figure 4.1: System Model. In this figure, different types of messages and their relation with ELFA is shown. 

1. Information Message (IM): send by CAG i to the current coordinator. 

2. Acknowledge Information Message (AIM): send by coordinator in response to IM to inform about its 

presence in the system. 

3. Notify Message (NM): send by node i to inform about the ID of current coordinator to new joining 

node j in pre-established coordinated MANET. It is also used for handling network partition and 

merging (Figure4.4). 

4. Update Message (UM): send by node i to provide the ID of new joining node j to the current 

coordinator in pre-established coordinated MANET.  

5. Leader Message (LM): used to transfer the charge and responsibility of crashed leader to vice-

coordinator by any CAG. 

6. CABinet message (CAB): is send by vice-coordinator-in-charge to lowest identity CAG to initiate the 

MELFA within CAGs to elect next vice-coordinator. 

7. Wait Message (WM): is send by waiting node i to another waiting node j to avoid unnecessary EM 

flow if node j does not have current leader ID. 

4.2.2 Date Structures: 

In ELFA, there are five categories of data structures. Likewise MELFA (Section 3.2.2), we define the data 

structures at each node with some more data structures and associate with EM and CM. In addition, we 

associate some data structure at CAGs as follows: 

i. At ori Node: A ori node has receive_ack[n], receive_weight[n] and Time Out Value (te) like MELFA. 

Details are given in Section 3.2.2. 

ii. At All Nodes: In ELFA, all nodes including ori and CAGs have ID, neighbor_namei[j], NWi, CODRi, 

CODRelecti, election_sendi, send_fori and coordinator_sendi. Further, all nodes have following 

additional data structures: 

a. STATEi: represent the current state of node i. The mobile nodes may be in one of the five states: 

NORMAL – node is in normal state if it is continuing normal computation in presence of the 

leader; CANDIDACY – node is in candidacy state either it lost its contact with the coordinator or 
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the coordinator got crashed; LEADER – a node is in leader state if rest all nodes accept it as 

leader; VC – the node is vice-coordinator (VC); ELITE – node is a CAG. Initially, STATEi = 

NORMAL. 

b. CAG_statusi: a boolean variable and it is set to TRUE if node i is CAG. Initially, 

CAG_statusi=FALSE. 

c. wait_seti[w]: an array of tuples which stores the ID of node to whom wait message has sent. 

Initially, ∀w, wait_seti[w] = ∅. 

iii. At CAGs: Each Cabinet Advisory Group members keep the information about all the other CAGs 

using following data structure: 

a. CAG_seti[n]: an array of tuples representing the IDs all CAGs. Initially, ∀n, CAG_seti[n] = ∅. 

b. VIDi: represent the current vice-coordinator of node i. Initially, VIDi = φ, ∀i. 

iv. Piggybacked with EM: Election Message has receive_election[n], ori and sender_election data 

structures. 

v. Piggybacked with CM: Coordinator Message has earlier receive_coordinator[n] and CIDnew with 

following extra data structures: 

a. VCID: represents the ID of newly elected vice-coordinator. 

b. CAG[K]: an array of tuples representing the IDs of coordinator advisory member nodes. 

4.3 the melFa Protocol 
Although, ELFA uses, pre-established coordinated MANET, entirely new concept of cabinet, it runs MELFA, 

refer Section 3.3, within CAGs to decide new vice-coordinator among CAGs. It uses Phase 1 and Phase 2 of 

MELFA for distribution of EM. However, ELFA differs in the working of Phase 3 and Procedure of MELFA, 

in order to create the cabinet and elect the vice-coordinator. Before stating the ELFA in detail, we introduce the 

concept of cabinet as the following: 

• CAG: CAGs (K) is the set of higher NW node except leader. At the time of leader election by ori, it 

also elects the CAGs. Whenever leader crashes, CAG transfers the charge and responsibilities of 

crashed leader to vice-coordinator, and then, vice-coordinator-in-charge initiate the MELFA within 

CAGs to decide new vice-coordinator of the network. 

• Cabinet: The set of CAGs form the cabinet like prevailing parliamentary system of governance. 

Next, in this section, we first present modified procedure and augmented phase of MELFA and then some 

special event with complete protocol explanation. 

4.3.1 Revised Procedure and Augmented Phase of MELFA: 

Procedure B – Coordinator Election and Cabinet Formation at ori: This procedure is almost similar 

to Procedure A (Section 3.3), and executes at ori with the start of Phase 1 (Section 3.3) and announces highest 

NW node as coordinator and K higher NW nodes as CAGs, after timer te expires, and node ori switches to the 

state NORMAL or COORDINATOR or ELITE or VC, as the case may be, and broadcasts CM. Soon after 
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that, the ori switches to any state except NORMAL and it also maintains the complete information about other 

CAGs received from CM.  

Pseudo Code: Procedure B – Coordinator Election and Cabinet Formation at ori 
IF (receive_ack[j] == -1 AND te == TRUE) THEN 

 reinitiate Phase 1 (4 times) 

ELSE 

 ori receive AM from j; 
 receive_weight[] = receive_weight[] ∪ NWj; 

 receive_ack[] = receive_ack[j] ∪ j; 

 IF (te == TRUE) THEN 

  CID ← max_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

  VCID ← (max-1)_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

CAG[] ← max_K_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

  CODRori ← CID; 

  CODRelectori ← TRUE; 

  IF (CID ≠ oriid) THEN 

   STATEori ← NORMAL; 

  ELSE IF (VCID == oriid) THEN 

   STATEori ← VC; 

   CAG_statusori ← TRUE; 

CAG_setori[] ← CAG[]; 

  ELSE IF (oriid ∈ CAG[]) THEN 

   STATEori ← ELITE; 

   VIDori ← VCID; 

CAG_statusori ← TRUE; 

   CAG_setori [] ← CAG[]; 

  ELSE 

   STATEori ← COORDINATOR; 

CAG_setori[] ← CAG[]; 

  receive_election[n] ← -1; 

∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

   receive_coordinator[k] ← 1; 

  coordinator_sendori ← TRUE; 

  election_sendori ← FALSE; 

∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

Broadcast CM to k; 

Augmented Phase 3 – CM Distribution: Augmented Phase 3 distributes the CM in the whole network. In 

addition, it also constructs the cabinet within the system in the presence of vice-coordinator and coordinator. 

Moreover, node j becomes NORMAL, COORDINATOR or ELITE, as the case may be, if node j has yet not 

succeeded in electing coordinator and receives CM in the mean time. 

Pseudo Code: Augmented Phase 3 – CM Distribution 
Node j receive CM from i 
IF (CODRelectj == FALSE) THEN 

CODRj ← CIDnew; 

CODRelectj ← TRUE; 

election_sendj ← FALSE; 

IF (CIDnew ≠  j) THEN 

  STATEj ← NORMAL; 

 ELSE IF (VCID == orij) THEN 

  STATEj ← VC; 
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  CAG_statusj ← TRUE; 

CAG_setj[] ← CAG[]; 

 ELSE IF (j ∈ CAG[]) THEN 

  STATEj ← ELITE; 

  VIDj ← VCID; 

CAG_statusj ← TRUE; 

   CAG_setj[] ← CAG[]; 

 ELSE 

  STATEj ← COORDINATOR; 

CAG_setj[] ← CAG[]; 

IF (∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == 1) THEN 

  coordinator_sendj ← TRUE; 

 ELSE IF (∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == -1) 

  coordinator_sendj ← TRUE; 

  receive_coordinator [k] ← 1; 

  ∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == -1 

Forward CM to k; 

Afterwards, the termination of Augmented Phase 3 marks the completion of both the tasks, i.e., cabinet 

construction and election of coordinator as well as vice-coordinator. At this stage, each node, CAG and vice-

leader becomes aware of the coordinator and each CAG also knows about other CAGs.  

4.3.2 Special Events of ELFA: 

As stated earliest, ELFA brings fault resiliency to leader election. Procedure B and Augmented Phase 3 

designates some nodes as leader, vice-leader and CAGs. Now, we explain events of ELFA which contributes 

fault tolerance, as following: 

Event 1: New node sends EM to join the pre-established coordinated MANET. Event 1 will occur when 

one or more nodes arrive within the transmission range of pre-established coordinated MANET, where every 

node know about the current coordinator and new joining node want to participate in that MANET. In this 

state, new nodes broadcast EM to their neighbors only (some modification in Phase 1 of MELFA) and wait for 

the time out value te, reinitiate Event 1 up-to four times similar to IEEE 802.11, otherwise. 

Pseudo Code: Event 1 
IF (STATEi = NORMAL AND CODRi = ∅) THEN 

 Set timer te; 
∀ j: j ∈ neighbor_namei; 

  Broadcast EM without piggybacked data structure to j; 

Event 2: Reception of EM in the presence of leader. Event 2 occur when any node of pre-established 

coordinated MANET, (node or CAGs or leader), in the presence of existing coordinator, receives EM from any 

new joining node to join the system. Afterwards, the recipient, which may be node, CAG or leader, will 

forward NM; however, it sends UM also if recipient is not leader. Nevertheless, if recipient does not have 

CODR, it sends WM. 

Pseudo Code: Event 2 
Node j receive EM form i and x; 

IF (CODRj == ∅) THEN 
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 Send WM to node i and node x; 

ELSE 

 Sends NM to node i and node x; 

 Send UM; 

Event 3: Reception of EM in the absence of leader. EM will be forwarded with some special mark within 

CAGs on the occurrence of Event 3 that makes our protocol fault tolerant. Due to reasons like the loss of 

current leader or arrival of new node in the system, if CAGs or vice-leader receive the EM from any node via 

routing layer and CAG or vice-leader does not receive heart beat message from the leader, then they forward 

IM only twice. If the CAG receives the AIM within tmax_propagate, then forward the NM; otherwise, transfer the 

charge and responsibility of crashed leader to vice-coordinator using LM. In addition, vice-coordinator-in-

charge sends heartbeat message to all nodes and also sends CAB message to lowest identity CAG, which 

terminates by electing new vice-coordinator within CAGs. 

Pseudo Code: Event 3 
CAG i receives EM from node j; 
CAG i sends IM to coordinator; 

Set tmax_propagate; 

IF (tmax_propagate = TRUE AND CAG i do not receive AIM) THEN 

 Set tmax_propagate; 
Send IM only one time; 

IF (tmax_propagate = TRUE AND CAG i still do not receive AIM) THEN 

 CAG i sends LM to vice-coordinator; 

new leader sends heartbeat message to the CAGs; 

IF (∀ i: i ∈ N, receive the heartbeat message) THEN 

 ∃ y: y ≤ K :: wait_setk[p] ≠ ∅; 

   Send NM to all p; 

ELSE 

wait for heartbeat message; 

min ← minimum (CAG_seti[]); 

 new leader send CAB to min; 

min initiate Phase 1, Phase 2, Find Vice-Coordinator using Procedure B, and 

Distribute CM using Augmented Phase 3; 

ELSE 

Send NM to node j; 

Event 4: No Heartbeat Message from Vice-Coordinator-in-Charge. In response to LM, new leader sends 

heartbeat message. Thus, the absence of heartbeat message represents that either vice-coordinator-in-charge 

has crashed or there may be network partition (Figure 4.3). In order to overcome this situation, CAGs initiate 

the MELFA similar to explained in Event 3. Now, it may be possible that minimum ID CAG also got 

partitioned. After a reasonable timeout, if no new leader could be chosen from the CAGs then CAGs initiate 

MELFA again, recursively, within individual components to find new leader. 

Pseudo Code: Event 4 
CAG i do not receive heartbeat message from new leader; 
CAG i detect network partition; 
CAGs initiate MELFA using Event 3; 
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Figure 4.2: ELFA Protocol State Diagram. In the figure, relationship between events and phases of 
ELFA are shown. 

Event 5: Network Merging. This problem is handled like [15]. Event 5 will execute when two partitioned 

components meet due to the formation of a new link. The coordinator of one of the components which has the 

higher NW becomes the coordinator of whole component and lower ID is used for tie breaking, if needed. 

However, unlike [15], in our approach another component’s leader surrenders its leadership and becomes the 

CAG (Figure 4.3). It may be further noted that Event 5 elects two vice-coordinators. These vice-leaders become 

the new leader one by one whenever current leader crashes. 

Pseudo Code: Event 5 
Node i sends EM to its neighbors; 
IF (node i joins two components) THEN 

Neighbor of component 1 and 2 send NM to i; 
Node i select higher NW and lower ID node as its leader; 
Node i forward NM to lower NW and lower ID leader’s component; 
Lower NW node accept higher NW node as leader and become CAG; 

ELSE 
Event 2 or Event 3 will fire; 

4.3.2 Protocol Explanation: 

The example, in Figure 4.3, shows a sample execution of ELFA. The neighbors assumed for respective nodes 

are given in Table 4.1. In Figure 4.3 (a), the Augmented Phase 3 outputs node 6 as the coordinator of system 

with node 5 as vice-coordinator and node 8, node 9 as CAGs. Node 10, which is new joining node in Figure 4.3 

(b), sends EM (election message) to its neighbors in the presence of coordinator node 6 (Event 1). Figure 4.3 

(c) represents the execution of Event 2, where node 3, 9, 7 send the identity of their leader node i.e., node 6, 

using NM (notify message) to new joining node 10. In addition, node 3, 7, 9 also send UM (update message), 

i.e., the information about node 10, to leader. 

In Figure 4.3 (d), the leader of system got crashed, and a new node, say with ID 11, wants to join the system 

(Event2). Now, node 11 will send EM to its neighbor node 7, 9, 10 (Event 1). However, the neighbors of node 

11 i.e., node 7, 9, 10 do not have the ID of current leader. Therefore, they send WM (wait message) to node 11 
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(Event2). Also, they send EM to their nearest CAGs or vice-leader with the help of routing layer (Event 3). In 

addition, node 5 which is vice-leader and node 3, 8 which are CAGs send IM (information message). 

In Figure 4.3 (e), neither vice-leader nor CAGs receive the AIM (acknowledge information message) from 

leader. Thus, CAGs send LM (leader message) to vice-leader to become new leader of the system. 

Subsequently, new leader i.e., vice-coordinator-in-charge node 5, sends CAB (cabinet message) to lowest ID 

CAG to elect next vice-leader within CAGs. 

Node 3 sends EM to remaining CAGs with some special flag to distinguish it from MELFA Phase 1’ EM and 

execute Phase 2, Procedure A and Phase 3 CAGs, refer Figure 4.3 (f). Afterward, node 3 elects node 8 as new 

vice-coordinator of the system and in Figure 4.3 (g), it distributes CM within CAGs, and nodes having 

wait_set[p] ≠ ∅, send NM. Here, in this example, node 3, 8, 7, 9, 10 send NM. 

Table 4.1.  Initial Node’s Neighbors for ELFA 
Nodes Neighbor Nodes 
0 2 4 6     
1 4 6 8     
2 0 3 6     
3 2 8      
4 0 1 5 6 8 9  
5 4 7 8 9    
6 0 1 2 4 8   
7 5 8 9     
8 1 3 4 5 6 7 9 
9 4 5 7 8    
10 3 7 9     
11 7 9 10     
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Figure 4.3: ELFA in Execution. 
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4.4 correctneSS ProoF 
ELFA is stable coordinator election and satisfies safety, liveness, deadlock freedom. We prove all these 

properties with the help of predicate calculus which include boolean operator (∧, ⇒, ¬), quantification 

operators (∀, ∃), and temporal operator (always �, eventually ◊). To verify all these prove, we use following 

notations: 

• N: Total number of nodes; 

• CODRi: ID of current coordinator at node i; 

• Ɲx: MANET component x; 

• CODR(Ɲx): Current coordinator of MANET Ɲx; 

• VC(Ɲx): Current vice-leader of MANET Ɲx; 

• SENDi (M, j): Node i sends message M to node j; 

• RECVi (M, j): Node i receives message M from node j. 

LEMMA 1: ELFA ensures that each component of the system has unique leader. Formally, if Ɲx and Ɲy are two 

components of MANET then,  

     ∀ Ɲx, Ɲy : (Ɲx ≠ Ɲy) ⇒ (CODR(Ɲx)  ≠  CODR(Ɲj))                          (1) 

Argument: Assume that the MANET has a leader, say node g (see Figure 4a). Now, say node g, crashed and 

network got partitioned. In this situation, CAGs c, e, i, k, m or vice-leader f send IM to investigate the presence 

of leader.  

However, no one succeeded in receiving AIM and vice-leader f becomes the new leader of one component 

with CAG c as vice-leader and node e as CAG. Although, CAGs j, k, m send LM, they will not receive the 

heartbeat message in appropriate time due to network partition. Thus, they initiate MELFA with CAG which 

terminate with CAG m as leader and CAG k as vice-leader of another component, refer Figure 4.4 (b). 

Soon after that, say node p comes in the range of both i.e., leader f and node h that results in merging of two 

components, refer Figure 4.4 (c). Subsequently, node p sends EM to its neighbor node f and h, and both send 

NM as offer to join the system, refer Figure 4.4 (d). However, node p will always consider higher NW node as 

its leader; thus, node p accept node f as its leader, refer Figure 4.4 (d). Afterwards, node p forward NM to 

another component to accept higher NW node as leader; hence, node h accepts node f as it leader, refer Figure 

4.4 (e) and forwards to all remaining nodes. Therefore, node i, j, k, l accept node f as its leader (see Figure 

4.4f). In Figure 4.4 (g), node m also accepts node f as leader and becomes CAG and forwards NM to node n. ∎ 
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Figure 4.4: Network Partition and Merge Handling. 
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THEOREM 1: ELFA guarantees safety. In other words, after the termination of coordinator election protocol, 

all N-1 nodes agree on the same chosen coordinator and there exist K CAGs in the system. Formally, 

       ∀ i, j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N : (STATEi = NORMAL ∧ STATEj = NORMAL) ⇒ (CODRi = CODRj)  (2) 

Proof. Assume the contrary. There are two nodes i and j whose state is NORMAL with highest node weight 

and there CODR value is different. Formally, 

      (STATEi = NORMAL ∧ STATEj = NORMAL) ∧ (CODRi  = i ∧ CODRj  =  j) ∧ (i ≠ j)  (3) 

This statement can hold in either of the following two cases: 

Case 1: Node i and j are isolated from the network and no other node exist in their transmission range. 

Formally, 

∀ Ɲx, ∃ i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j : [(i ∉ Ɲx) ∧ (j ∉ Ɲx)] ⇒ 

[(CODRi = i) ∧ (CODRj = j) ∧ (CODRelecti = TRUE) ∧ (CODRelectj = TRUE)]     (4) 

In this case, both node i and j choose them as highest priority (NW) node and become coordinator of itself only 

and not for the whole network. However, the formation of a link between node i and node j will force either 

node i or node j to lose its leadership and accept other as its leader. Formally, 

          ∀ Ɲx, ∃ i, j ∈ N : (i ∧ j ∈ Ɲx) ⇒ [CODRi  = CODRj = CODR(Ɲx)]                      (5) 

It contradicts the assumption given in equation (3) and (4). 

Case 2: Node i and j lie in two MANETs and these MANETs have no common node, so node i and j become 

the coordinator of their respective MANET. Formally, 

∀ Ɲx, Ɲy, ∃ i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j : (i ∈ Ɲx) ∧ (j ∈ Ɲy) ∧ (Ɲx ≠ Ɲy) ⇒ 

[(CODRi = CODR(Ɲx)) ∧ (CODRj = CODR(Ɲy)) ∧  

(CODRelecti = CODRelectj = TRUE) ∧ (CODRi ≠ CODRj)]           (6) 

However, it can continue to hold till no link formation takes place between them. Formally, 

∀ Ɲx, Ɲy, ∃ i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j : (i ∈ Ɲx) ∧ (j ∈ Ɲy) ∧ (Ɲx = Ɲy) ⇒  [CODRi = CODRj = CODR(Ɲx) = CODR(Ɲj)] (7) 

It contradicts the assumption (3) and (6). In addition, as stated previously, elite nodes constitute the cabinet, 

and because of single leader in a component, a cabinet belongs to the only leader and according to our 

assumption K << N, all N node cannot become CAG. ∎ 

LEMMA 2: If node i losses its coordinator and requires a new coordinator, eventually it will get the leader. 

Formally,  

∄ i : � CODRelecti  = FALSE      (8) 

Argument: Assume the contrary.  
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∃ i: � CODRelecti  = FALSE      (9) 

Equation 9 can hold only in any of the following three situations: 

Case 1: Node i does not receive the CM forever. Formally,  

∀ Ɲx, ∃ i, j ∈ N, i, j ∈ Ɲx, i ≠ j : j ∈ neighbor_namei ∧ RECVi (EM, j) ⇒ � ¬RECVi (CM, j)           (10) 

However, if some node is not partitioned, it is assumed that it will eventually be able to receive CM in any of 

the four attempts. Formally, 

  ∀ Ɲx, ∃ i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j : (i ∈ Ɲx) ∧ RECVi (EM, j) ⇒ ◊ [RECVi (CM, j) ∧ (CODRi = CODRj)]         (11) 

Therefore, equation (9) and (10) cannot hold for ever. 

Case 2: Node i does not receive any message from any node. Formally, 

                 ∃ i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j : j ∈ neighbor_namei ∧  

¬(RECVi (AM, j) ∨ RECVi (CM, j) ∨ RECVi (AIM, j)  

∨ RECVi (NM, j) ∨ RECVi  (heartbeat, j))                (12) 

This situation can be interpreted as node i is isolated due to network partition. Formally, 

i,  j ∈ N, i ≠ j : ∀ j ∉ neighbor_namei                       (13) 

However, this situation cannot remain true for infinitely long time due to Theorem 1. Therefore, equation (9) 

and (12) cannot hold for ever. 

Case 3: The protocol could not elect leader forever. Formally, 

∀ i ∈ N :  (i ∈ Ɲx) ∧ � (CODRi = φ)                       (14) 

However, this situation is infeasible due to Theorem 1. Hence, equation (9) and (14) cannot hold for ever. 

Thus, equation (1) will always hold. 

Therefore, all these three case contradicts our assumption. ∎ 

LEMMA 3: If leader and vice-leader of system crash together, eventually new leader will take the charge. 

Formally, 

∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬CODR(Ɲx)  ∧ ¬VC(Ɲx) ⇒ ◊ CODR(Ɲx)                (15) 

Argument: Assume the contrary.  

∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬CODR(Ɲx)  ∧ ¬VC(Ɲx) ⇒ � ¬CODR(Ɲx)                (16) 

Equation (16) can be true in either of following two cases: 

Case 1: In the first case assume that crash of leader and vice-leader leads to network partition. Formally, 

   ∃ Ɲx, Ɲy, ∃ i, j ∈ N, i, j ∈ Ɲx, i ≠ j: ¬CODR(Ɲx) ⇒  (i ∈ Ɲx) ∧ (j ∈ Ɲy)              (17) 
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However, Lemma 1 states that every component has unique leader and according to Theorem 1, every 

MANET will eventually get a leader. Thus equation (16) and (17) cannot be true. 

Case 2: Consider that the crash of leader and vice-leader does not lead to network partition, thus all the nodes 

of pre-established coordinated MANET lose their coordinator. Formally,  

       ∀ Ɲx, ∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬CODR(Ɲx) ⇒ � (CODRi = φ)               (18) 

According to Lemma 2, whenever any node loses its leader, it will get the leader eventually. Formally, 

        ∀ Ɲx, ∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬CODR(Ɲx) ⇒ ◊ CODR(Ɲx)               (19) 

Therefore, equation (16) and (18) are false. ∎ 

LEMMA 4: If any new node y joins the system, it will get the leader eventually. 

Argument: Whenever any new node y wants to join the system, it sends EM to its neighbor z. Node z might 

also be new joining node which may also not have the leader information; thus, it sends WM to node y. Now, 

node x wants to join the system and sends EM to its neighbor y. Node y again sends WM to node x. If another 

node v wants to join the system, it also sends the EM to node x. This may form a waiting chain; however, it 

would have the finite length. Since the node z is the earliest new joining node in the system, it would have 

already sent its request to pre-established coordinated MANET’s node or CAG or vice-leader or leader. Thus, 

node z will receive NM, eventually. Once this occurs, there is a chain of NM and UM that propagates down 

until node v receives the NM. Therefore, the new joining node eventually knows the ID of current leader. ∎ 

THEOREM 2: ELFA elects a leader eventually.  

Proof. Liveness property represents that all nodes start election process in candidacy state and eventually all 

node progress towards normal state in which all nodes connected to the system agree to the only coordinator in 

the presence of K CAGs. Thus, from Lemma 2, 3 and 4, it is oblivious that system always holds a leader. 

Formally,  

◊ (∀ i : CODRelecti = TRUE) ∧ (∃ K << N: CAG_statusK = TRUE) ∎ 

THEOREM 3: ELEA is deadlock free. 

Proof.  ELFA is deadlock free because EM can never get blocked at any CAG and the minimum ID CAG 

executes MELFA in the best case within CAGs. ∎ 

4.5 meSSage comPlexity 
ELFA is based on MELFA, however, it does not use message broadcast till the entire cabinet vanishes. The 

message complexity of ELFA is much better in considerable number of cases. Now, we consider them one by 

one. 
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4.5.1 Best Case: 

In ELFA, in the best case, the joining of new node in the pre-established coordinated MANET, results in 

minimum number of message (EM, NM and UM) exchanges. It can be understood with the following two 

scenarios. 

Case 1: Assume that, new joining node becomes the neighbor of some CAG. Afterwards, CAG receives EM 

and sends NM and UM. Hence, only three messages (1 EM, 1 NM and 1UM) are exchanged to allow new 

joining node to access the services of current leader in the system, refer Figure 4.5. 

 
Figure 4.5: Best Case Scenario 1 of ELFA. New joining node, say node k, is neighbor of some 
CAG, say node b. 

Case 2: Again, assume that, new joining node becomes the neighbor of some ordinary node i. Soon after that, 

node i receives the EM and sends NM and UM. Now, it is possible that node i is not neighbor to its 

coordinator, however, we have already assumed that the cost of UM is one. Hence, this scenario also leads to 

exchange of only three messages (1 EM, 1 NM and 1UM) to join a newly arrived node, refer Figure 4.6. 

 
Figure 4.6: Best Case Scenario 2 of ELFA. New joining node, say node k, is neighbor of some 
ordinary node, say node i. 

Hence, ELFA uses total 3 messages, in the best case. 

4.5.2 Average Case: 

We consider a case when a new joining node wants to join the pre-established uncoordinated MANET whose 

leader is crashed, refer Figure 4.7. In this scenario, say node k, wants to join the system, hence, it will send EM 

to its neighbor(s), say node n. However, due to leader crash, node n also does not have the identity of its leader. 

Thus, with the help of routing layer, either CAGs or vice-leader receive the EM and execute Event 3. The 
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execution of Event 3 leads to alike best case execution of MELFA within CAGs. Therefore, it uses total 3(K-1) 

messages (i.e., K-1 EMs, K-1 AMs and K-1 CM) to elect a new vice-leader. However, K << N and, thus, total 

number of EMs and NMs exchanged due to new joining node cannot be greater than 2N.  

 
Figure 4.7: Average Case of ELFA. 

4.5.3 Worst Case: 

In the worst case, complete execution of MELFA will take places, resulting in a new leader, vice-leader and 

cabinet. Worst case of ELFA can be explained in two scenarios as following: 

Case 1: Assume that, when a new joining node enters in the pre-established coordinated MANET, whole 

cabinet with leader and vice-leader crashes. In this case, different components will initiate MELFA 

individually and chose its leader, vice-leader and cabinet, refer Figure 4.8. 

 
Figure 4.8: Worst Case Scenario 1 of ELFA. Crash of leader, CAG (results in network partition) 
and entrance of new joining node. 

Case 2: This case is simpler than worst case 1. In this scenario, without joining the new node, all pre-

established uncoordinated MANET nodes detect failure of leader, vice-leader and cabinet as well. Again, they 

will lead to complete execution of MELFA, refer Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Worst Case Scenario 2 of ELFA. Crash of leader and CAG results in network 
partition. 

Hence, in both the above cases, MELFA may be executed in its worst case and that may amount to message 

complexity O(nn).  

4.6 diScuSSion 
In this chapter, we have developed a fault tolerant coordinator election protocol, ELFA, which uses the concept 

of elite nodes, that makes the protocol more failure resilient. Also, the dependence on MELFA to elect a leader 

as well as cabinet leads to minimum number of control messages exchange. In addition, there is no fixed 

criterion to decide the size of cabinet. Nevertheless, the size of cabinet must grow with increase in size of total 

mobile nodes; furthermore,the susceptibility of nodes to failure may be considered the critical parameters to 

decide the size of cabinet. Therefore, there can not be a deterministic method to find the optimal size of the 

cabinet. 
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Chapter 5 
Democratic  

Leader Election 

“Doing nothing is very hard to do . . . you never know when 

you're finished” 
- Leslie Nielsen  
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lthough ELFA is fault tolerant, it cannot work for large MANETs. But, why? The answer is ELFA’s 

Event 3 where minimum ID CAG initiates election process within CAGs. Similar concept cannot apply 

to large MENATs due to increasing number of CAGs in large mobile ad hoc network. In addition, ELFA does 

not provide any method to accommodate new joining node with better potential as CAG that’s why ELFA is 

not highly available protocol for leader election. 

As stated in Chapter 2, a large number of protocols have been proposed for coordinator election in MANETs. 

In the event of failure, most of the protocols consume considerable amount of time in providing the alternate 

leader. Sometimes, the entire applications, refer Section 1.2.2, has to be aborted due to absence of alternative 

leader for long time. Therefore, for most of the applications, it is highly desirable to ensure the availability of 

alternative leader quickly, in the event of leader crash and/or unreachability of leader. This challenge is similar 

to the problem faced by prevailing democratic system of polity where the existence of some executive is 

always required to take decisions regarding the affairs of the state during the normal situation as well as during 

the crisis. Hence, the approach used in our protocol is inspired by the system followed by various democratic 

countries. By adapting the parliamentary system, we create Lower House (LH), Upper House (UH) of special 

nodes, having better capabilities like battery backup, computation power, etc. However, members of 

parliament do have any special characteristics because it may turn the algorithm asymmetric. 

In addition, we consider the existence of best node called President (P), the second best node called Leader (L), 

the third best node called The Vice-Leader (VL) and the forth best node called Vice-President (VP). Leader L is 

like Prime Minister, who act as head of government and P is like president who act as head of state and act as 

head of government only during crisis in democratic system. Formally, L is the head of LH and acts as 

coordinator of the system. P does not deliver any service to the network in the presence of L; however, P acts 

as coordinator of the system if L, VL and VP crashed together. VL is also member of LH and provides services 

to the network when L crashes. VP, the head of UH, acts as coordinator of the system, if L and VL crash 

simultaneously (see Figure 5.1). L and VL are like Prime Minister (PM) and Deputy PM in democratic system. 

Keeping in view the operational semantics of the proposed protocol, it has been named as DEmocratic Leader 

Finding Algorithm (called DELFA, henceforth). Like ELFA protocols, DELFA has four novel properties: 

i. Due to the dependence on MELFA, it does not broadcast control messages at every step. Therefore, it 

uses less number of messages. 

ii. The parliament concept brings in failure resiliency to our protocol and ensures greater availability of 

leader, especially on occurrence of failure. To the best of our knowledge, this concept has not been 

used earlier in the literature. 

iii. The possibility of network partitioning can never be avoided fully in MANETs. The proposed 

protocol, DELFA, can also handle network partitioning and merging efficiently using very small 

number of algorithm messages. 

A 
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Figure 5.1: Nodes in DELFA. In Figure (a), crash of special nodes, i.e., L, VL and VP is shown. In Figure 
(b), abstract view of all nodes in system with LH, UH and RH is shown. 

iv. DELFA is a self stabilizing protocol [36]. An algorithm is known as self-stabilizing when regardless 

of its initial state, it is guaranteed to arrive at a legitimate state in a finite number of steps. DELFA 

also has this property as it converges to a stable state, i.e., leader for the large MANETs, in finite time.  

Next, in this chapter, we will present system model, message types, data structures, concept, correctness proof, 

and message complexity of DELFA protocol. 

5.1 SyStem model 
DELFA protocol assumes MANET in the form of undirected graph G. Furthermore, it also has the primary and 

secondary assumptions for election protocol like MELFA, Section 3.1. In addition, DELFA has one more 

primary assumption regarding the size of LH and UH, as following: 

• Size of LH and UH: The number of Lower House Member nodes (LHMs), i.e., K << N, the total number of nodes 

in the system and the number of Upper House Member nodes (UHMs), i.e., M = K/2. 

5.2 meSSageS & data StructureS 
In this section, we discuss different types of messages and data structures used by DELFA, as following: 

5.2.1 Types of Messages: 

In the beginning, DELFA initiates MELFA by using three basic algorithm messages, i.e., Election Message 

(EM), Acknowledgement Message (AM) and Coordinator Message (CM), like MELFA and ELFA. In addition, 

DELFA uses following types of messages: 

1. Request Message (RM): send by new joining node i to its neighbor to get the ID of current leader. 

2. Notify Message (NM): send by node j to inform about the ID of current leader to new joining node i in pre-

established coordinated MANET. It is also used for handling network partition and merging (Figure 5.7). 

3. Wait Message (WM): send by waiting node j to another waiting node i to avoid unnecessary RM flow if node j 

does not have current leader ID.  

4. Update Message (UM): send by node j, which have the ID of current leader L, in order to update L about the ID 

of new joining node i with its NW. 
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Figure 5.2: System Model. In this figure, different types of messages and their relation with DELFA is 
shown. 

5. Information Message (IM): send by node a to direct: (i) the new joining node i to change its STATUS either 

Ordinary Node (ORD) or LHM or UHM or RHM, (ii) higher NW nodes of UH to become LHM, and (iii) highest 

NW UHM to become P. Here, node a may be L, VP or P. 

6. Leave Message (LM): send by newly elected leader to leader-in-charge to quit the charge. 

7. HeaRtbeat acknowledge Message (HRM): send by all LHMs including VL, in response to every tenth heartbeat 

message, to L with their NWs. 

8. CABinet message (CAB): send by leader-in-charge to lowest ID node i to elect new leader and next vice-leader 

within LHMs or UHMs, as the case may be. 

9. Nomination Message (NoM): send by L to VP in order to maintain the size of LH upper bounded by K, if some 

LHMs got crashed. NoM includes expected total number of nodes to maintain K. 

10. President Check Message (PCM): send by VP to P after every 20th heartbeat message. 

11. Acknowledge President Check Message (APCM): On the reception of PCM, P sends its NW to VP via APCM. 

The types of messages are large in DELFA. However, only five types of messages (i.e., EM, AM, CM, UM and LM) are 

control messages and rest (i.e., RM, NM, WM, IM, HRM, CAB, NoM, PCM and APCM) are non-control messages. Thus, 

we assume that all non-control messages have unit cost as they can be piggybacked on application message. It is worth 

noting that control messages have priority over non-control message. 

5.2.2 Date Structures: 

In DELFA, there are six categories of data structures. First, we define the data structures maintained at each 

node and then, describe associated data structures with EM and CM. The data structures used are as follows: 

i. At ori Node: In DELFA, definition of ori is slightly changed. In DELFA, a node having node weight, 

NW, greater than 70, called ori node, which, initiates the election protocol when the MANET does 

not have leader in the beginning or the leader, L, got crashed. It may be noted that a node having NW 

equal to 70 is interpreted as the node has NW which is the 70% of NW of the tentative best node 

which have been assumed to have NW equal to 100. However, ori node has similar data structure like 
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MELFA as receive_ack[n], receive_weight[n] and Time Out Value (te). Details of these data 

structures are given in Section 3.2.2. 

ii. At All Nodes: Likewise ELFA, all nodes in DELFA have ID, neighbor_namei[j], NWi, CODRi, 

CODRelecti, election_sendi, send_fori, coordinator_sendi and wait_seti[w]. Moreover, in DELFA, all 

nodes have one more data structure with slight variation in STATE data structure as following: 

a. STATEi: Again STATEi represent the current state of node i. In DELFA, all the nodes may be in 

one of the six states: NORMAL – node is in normal state if it is continuing normal computation 

in presence of the leader; CANDIDACY – node is in candidacy state either it lost its contact with 

the coordinator or the coordinator got crashed; PRESIDENT (P) – an elected node having highest 

NW by ori; LEADER (L) – an elected node, having second highest NW, is in leader state and 

provide services to whole network; VICE-LEADER (VL) – an elected node having third highest 

NW; VICE-PRESIDENT (VP) – an elected node having forth highest NW. Initially, STATEi = 

NORMAL. 

b. STATUSi: represent the current status of node i based on its NW. In DELFA, each node sets its 

status NW according to its NW. All the nodes may be in one of the three statuses: ORDINARY 

Node (ORD) – nodes having NW between 0-30; RESERVE HOUSE Member Node (RHM) – 

nodes having NW between 31-70; LHM – nodes having NW between 71-100. 

iii. Common at Special Nodes: In addition to node data structures, special node like P, VP, L and VL has 

the following data structure, to provide higher availability of leader. 

a. Pidi: represent the identity of current President of system. Initially, Pidi = φ, ∀i. 

b. VLidi: is the identity of current Vice-Leader of system. Initially, VLidi = φ, ∀i. 

c. VPidi: is the identity of current Vice-President of system. Initially, VPidi = φ, ∀i. 

d. LHMidi[K]: is an array of all LHMs. Initially, LHMidi[K] = φ, ∀k. 

iv. Only at P and VP: Further, P and VP have the following additional data structures: 

a. UHMi[M]: is the array of all the Upper House Member nodes (UHMs). 

b. UHMNWi[M]: is the array of NW of all Upper House Member nodes (UHMs). 

v. Piggybacked with EM: Election Message has receive_election[n], ori and sender_election data 

structures with one additional data structure, as follows: 

a. forward_flag: is initially set to 0 and represent that EM should be forward by node i when it 

receives it. Value 1 indicates that EM should not be forwarded by any receiving node i and ori 

node with ID i sets forward_flag to 1 on reception of CAB. 

vi. Piggybacked with CM: Like MELFA, Coordinator Message has earlier receive_coordinator[n]. In 

addition, CM has following data structures too: 

a. forward_flag: is initially set to 0 and consider like forward_flag of EM. 

b. PID: represents ID of the newly elected President.  

c. LID: represents ID of the newly elected Leader. 

d. VLID: represents ID of the newly elected Vice-Leader. 
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e. VPID: represents ID of the newly elected Vice-President. 

f. LHMID[K]: represents IDs of all Lower House nodes. 

5.3 the delFa Protocol 
Although, DELFA uses altogether new concept of parliament, it runs MELFA (Section 3.3) in the beginning. 

However, it modifies all phases as well as procedure of MELFA to ensure higher availability of leader. In this 

section, we present all these modified phase with execution of DELFA in detail. 

5.3.1 Revised Procedure and Augmented Phase of MELFA: 

Modified Phase 1: This phase is almost similar to Phase 1 of original MELFA protocol. In this phase, only 

nodes having NW in-between 71-100 are eligible to initiate MELFA. Because the nodes having NW less than 

71 are considered susceptible to crash while executing MELFA. The constraint is required to preserve the NW 

of other nodes except LHMs. This fact is in contrast with original MELFA where all nodes of the system could 

initiate election. Rest of the phase is similar to Phase 1. 

Modified Phase 2: In this phase, only LHMs send AM to ori and rest of the phase is similar to Phase 2 of 

MELFA. 

Procedure C – Election of Special Nodes, i.e., P, VP, L and VL: This procedure is almost like 

Procedure A and executes at ori simultaneously with the start of Modified Phase 1. It elects and broadcasts CM 

piggybacked with highest NW node as President, second highest NW node as Leader, third highest NW node 

as Leader and forth highest NW node as Vice-President to its neighbors. 

Augmented Phase 3 – CM Distribution: Augmented Phase 3 distributes the CM in the whole network 

like Phase 3, as discussed above. The special nodes P, L, VL and VP also contain the information about each 

other and LHMs. In addition, each LHM maintains the complete list of LHMs. 

Pseudo Code: Modified Phase 1 
IF (STATEi = NORMAL AND CODRi = ∅ AND NWi > 70) THEN 

 ori ← i; 
 STATEi ← CANDIDACY; 

 sender_election ← ori; 

 election_sendori ← TRUE; 

 coordinator_sendori ← FALSE; 

 codr_electori ← FALSE; 

∀ j: j ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

  receive_election[j] ← 1; 

 Set timer te; 

∀ j: j ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

  Broadcast EM to j; 
 

Pseudo Code: Phase 2 – Concurrent EM receive 
Node j receive EM form i and x 

STATEj ← CANDIDACY; 

coordinator_sendj ← FALSE; 

CODRelectori ← FALSE; 
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IF (election_sendj == TRUE AND send_forj > EM.orii AND EM.orii < EM.orix) THEN 

 Discard EM.orix    // EM.orix represents ori of the EM // 

 IF (NWj > 70) THEN Send AM; 

∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej; 

Broadcast EM.orii to all k; 
ELSE IF (election_sendj == FALSE AND EM.orii < EM.orix) THEN 

 Discard EM.orix; 

 IF (NWj > 70)THEN Send AM; 

IF (∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_election[k] == 1) THEN 

  Do nothing 

 ELSE IF (∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_election[k] == -1) THEN 

  IF (NWj > 70)THEN  Send AM; 

election_sendj ← TRUE; 

  send_forj ← ori; 

  receive_election[k] ← 1; 

  sender_election ← j; 

  ∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_election[k] == -1 

Forward EM to k; 
 

 

Figure 5.3: Modified MELFA in Execution. In this figure, MELFA with modified phase and procedure 
is shown. 
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Pseudo Code: Procedure C – Election of Special Nodes, i.e., P, VP, L and VL 
IF (receive_ack[j] == -1 AND te == TRUE) THEN 

 reinitiate Phase 1 (4 times) 

ELSE 

 ori receive AM from j; 
 receive_weight[] = receive_weight [] ∪ NWj; receive_ack[] = receive_ack [j] ∪ j; 

 IF (te == TRUE) THEN 

  PID ← max_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

  LID ← (max-1)_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

  VLID ← (max-2)_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

  VPID ← (max-3)_weight_id (receive_weight[]); 

  LHMID[] ← receive_ack[]; 

  CODRori ← LID; CODRelectori ← TRUE; 

  Pidori ← PID; CODRidori ← LID; VLidori ← VLID; 

  VPidori ← VPID; LHMidori[] ← LHMID []; 

IF (PID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← P; 

  ELSE IF (LID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← L; 

  ELSE IF (VLID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← VL; 

  ELSE IF (VPID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← VP; 

  ∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

   receive_coordinator [k] ← 1; 

  coordinator_sendori ← TRUE; election_sendori ← FALSE; 

∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_nameori; 

Broadcast CM to k;  
 

Pseudo Code: Augmented Phase 3 – CM Distribution 
Node j receive CM from I 
IF (CODRelectj == FALSE) THEN 

CODRj ← PID; CODRelectj ← TRUE; election_sendj ← FALSE; 

 IF (STATUSj == LHM) THEN 

  Pidori ← PID; VLidori ← VLID; VPidori ← VPID; 

  LHMidori[] ← LHMID []; 

IF (PID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← P; 

 ELSE IF (LID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← L; 

 ELSE IF (VLID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← VL; 

 ELSE IF (VPID == oriid) THEN STATEori ← VP; 

 ELSE STATEori ← NORMAL; 

IF (∀ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == 1) THEN 

  coordinator_sendj ← TRUE; 

 ELSE IF (∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == -1) 

  coordinator_sendj ← TRUE; receive_coordinator[k] ← 1; 

  ∃ k: k ∈ neighbor_namej, receive_coordinator[k] == -1 

Forward CM to k; 

After termination of Augmented Phase 3, L continues to send heartbeat message.  

5.3.2 Special Events of DELFA: 

DELFA handles following events to ensure higher availability of leader: 

Event 1: Limiting the Size of LH to K. All nodes know their STATUS; however, the number of LHMs may be 

greater than K, initially. In this situation, leaving K lower ID nodes, others are directed to quit as LHM. This is 

achieved by piggybacking LHM_remove[] on second heartbeat message. 
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Figure 5.4: DELFA Protocol State Diagram. In the figure, relationship between events and phases of 
DELFA are shown. 

Event 2: Reception of ‘Second Heartbeat’ at LHMs. The LHMs, on receiving ‘second heartbeat’ message 

from leader, verify their ID in LHM_remove[] and quit the STATUS as LHM, if need be, and become RHM or 

ORD based upon their current NW, as the case may be. 

Pseudo Code: Event 2 
Node i receive second heart beat message form L 

IF (i ∈ LHM_remove[] AND NWi > 30) THEN 

STATUSi ← RHM; 

ELSE IF (i ∈ LHM_remove[] AND NWi < 30) THEN 

STATUSi ← ORD; 

Event 3: New incoming node sends RM to join the pre-established coordinated MANET. Event 3 will 

occur when one or more nodes arrive within the transmission range of pre-established coordinated MANET, 

where every node knows about the current coordinator and new joining node that wants to participate in the 

MANET. In this state, new node sends RM to one of its neighbors, selected arbitrary, and wait for the time out 

value te, reinitiate this event with some neighbor other than previously selected, otherwise. 

Pseudo Code: Event 3 
IF (STATEi = NORMAL AND CODRi = ∅) THEN 

 DO 

Set timer te; 
Select j randomly : j ∈ neighbor_namei; 

IF (Not send RM earlier to j) THEN  

Send RM to j; 
WHILE (NM is not received from j) 

Event 4: Reception of RM. When some node j receives RM and it has the ID of current coordinator, it 

forwards NM and UM; sends WM and update wait_setj[], otherwise. 
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Pseudo Code: Event 4 
Node j receive RM form i and x; 

IF (CODRj == ∅) THEN  

Send WM to node i; 
 wait_setj[] = wait_setj[] ∪ i; 

ELSE Send UM to node i; 
 

Event 5: Reception of UM. On the occurrence of this event, leader L sets the STATUS of new joining node i 

to ORD, LHM, UHM or RHM based on NW of node i and sends IM to node i in order to inform node i about its 

new STATUS. The nodes having NW greater than NWP are allowed to become UHM on the occurrence of 

Event 5 till the size of UH reaches M, where M is upper bounded by K/2.  

Pseudo Code: Event 5 
L receives UM from node j about new joining node i 
IF (NWi > NWP AND UH ≠ FULL) THEN  

STATUSi ← UHM; 

ELSE IF (NWi > NWP AND UH == FULL AND LH ≠ FULL) THEN  

STATUSi ← LHM; 

ELSE IF (NWi > NWP AND UH == FULL AND LH == FULL) THEN  

STATUSi ← RHM; 

ELSE IF (NWi < NWL AND NWi > 30) THEN  

STATUSi ← RHM; 

ELSE 

STATUSi ← ORD; 

Send IM to node; 

Event 6: No heartbeat message from L and no network partition. No heartbeat message from the leader 

signifies that either the leader crashed or became unreachable. In fact, DELFA demonstrates its strength by 

handling this event. It ensures the higher availability of leader and comprises various cases to provide a very 

high degree of fault tolerance. We consider them one by one as following:  

Case 1: VL exists. In this scenario, VL becomes the leader of system and sends CAB (CABinet message) to 

lowest ID LHM.  

Case 2: VL crashed and VP exists. Like Case 1, in this scenario, VP becomes the leader of system and sends 

CAB to lowest ID LHM.  

Case 3: VL and VP both crashed, however, P exists. Like Case 1and Case 2, P becomes the leader of system 

and sends CAB to lowest ID LHM.  

Case 4: VL, VP and LH crashed, however, P exists. P becomes the leader of system and sends CAB 

piggybacked with UHMP[M] to lowest ID UHM. Also, P changes the STATUS of UHMs to LHMs and sends 

IM to all UHMs. Hence, DELFA ensures existence of leader even on the occurrence of an event when most of 

special nodes (i.e., L, VL and VP) as well as Lower House crashed together. 

Case 5: VL and LH both crashed, however, VP exists. This case is handled similar to Case 4 above except here 

VP becomes the leader. 
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In addition, as the new L is harbingered, it becomes the coordinator of the system and sends LM (Leave 

Message) in all the above fives cases. 

Event 7: Reception of CAB. Leadership is transferred to some new leader, depending on situation, in the 

event of L crash. The new leader-in-charge (i.e., VL, VP or P) sends CAB to lowest ID LHM i if LH exists; 

otherwise, to lowest ID UHM j. Therefore, we consider these two cases one by one as following: 

Case 1: Reception of CAB at LHM. In this case, LHM i sends EM, without any data structure piggybacked, to 

all K LHMs. In addition, node i sets forward_flag to 1. On reception of EM, node j sends AM to node i and 

subsequently, node i elects the new L, VL (Event 6, Case 2) and VP (Event 6, Case 3) after timeout. 

Case 2: Reception of CAB at UHM. In this case, lowest ID UHM i receives CAB from P (Event 6, Case 4) or 

from VL (Event 6, Case 5). Node i broadcasts the EM, without any data structure piggybacked, to all M UHMs. 

In addition, node i sets forward_flag to 1 and node i elects L, VL and VP after timeout, as the case may be. 

Event 8: Reception of every 10th heartbeat message. L sends heartbeat message to all nodes in the network. 

Although, NW of every node reduces regularly due to various activities performed by node, every 10th 

heartbeat message is special to LHMs and VP. After receiving every 10th heartbeat message, all LHMs and VP 

send the HRM to L that includes their NW. 

Pseudo Code: Event 8 
Node j receive 10th heartbeat message; 

Node i send HRM where i ∈ LH; 

Event 9: Reception of every 20th heartbeat message. Like Event 8, every 20th heartbeat is special for VP. It 

sends PCM to P. P is the best node, however, it participates in application, hence, it also losses its NW. In 

order to check the NW of P, VP sends PCM. 

 
Figure 5.5: Event 8-12 of DELFA in Action. 
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Event 10: Reception of HRM. On receiving HRM, L detects the LHMs which have NW equal or less than 70 

and sends IM to all such nodes to change their STATUS. 

Pseudo Code: Event 10 
L receives HRM form LHM i; 
IF (NWi < 71) THEN 

Send IM to node i; 

Event 11: Reception of PCM. On the reception of PCM, P sends its NW piggybacked with APCM. 

Event 12: Reception of APCM. On receiving APCM, VP removes the current P and designates highest NW 

UHM as new P, if NW of current P is less than 71; does nothing, otherwise. 

Pseudo Code: Event 12 
VP receives APCM form P; 

IF (NWP < 71) THEN 

m ← max_weight_id (UHMNWVP[]);  

Send IM to node m; 

Event 13: Reception of NoM. NoM is send by L to VP with specified value k to maintain the specified size 

of LH. VP selects highest k NW nodes from UHMVP[M] and sends IM to change their STATUS from UHM to 

LHM. 

Pseudo Code: Event 13 
VP receives NoM including value k from L; 

VP select k highest NW UHMs; 

Send IM to k UHMs; 

Event 14: Network Partitioning. No heart beat message from L may lead to network partitioning.  Network 

partitioning divides the network in such a way that some LHMs and UHMs including VL, VP and P may 

belong to either components, in average case, see Figure 5.7 (b). In this situation, either special node (i.e., VL, 

VP or P) sends CAB and becomes leader-in-charge; in addition, lowest ID house member initiates election by 

sending EM with forward_flag value 1 to remaining house members and elects new L, VL, VP or P, as the case 

may be, see Figure5.7(c) and Figure 5.7 (d). The worst case partitioning can divide the bridge network in such 

a way that L, VL, VP, P, LHMs and UHMs resides in one side of partitioned network and other side holds only 

RHMs and ORDs, see Figure 5.7 (h). In this scenario, RHMs and ORDs cannot initiate the election protocol 

according to Modified Phase 1; however, L will continue to be leader of its component. 

Event 15: Network Merging. This problem is handled like [15]. This event occurs when two partitioned 

components meet due link formation. The coordinator node i of one of the components which has the higher 

NW becomes the coordinator of whole component and ID is used for tie breaking, if needed. However, unlike 

[15], in our approach, another component’s leader j becomes the LHM and surrenders its leadership (see Figure 

5.7e, 5.7f). It may be further noted that Event 15 elects two VLs, VPs, and Ps. The VL, VP and P of the 

component whose leader j has surrendered its leadership, becomes the LHMs and accept node i as its leader. 
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5.3.2 Protocol Explanation: 

The example, in Figure 5.61, shows complete execution of DELFA. In Figure 5.6 (a), new joining node with ID 

30 sends RM to its one neighbor and waits for timeout to receive the NM, Event 3. Mean time node with ID 3 

sends NM to node 30 which contains the ID of current coordinator, i.e., 5, Event 4. In addition, node 3 sends 

UM to leader node 5. 

In Figure 5.6 (b), on the reception on NM, node 5 sends IM to node 30, Event 5. Next, in Figure 5.6 (c), leader, 

node 5, got crashed and subsequently, node 17, vice-leader, takes the charge of crashed leader and sends CAB 

to lowest ID LHM with ID 2, Event 6: Case 1. Reception of CAB initiates EM flow among LHMs shown in 

Figure 5.7 (d), Event 7: Case 1. 

In Figure 5.6 (d), Event 6: Case 2 will fire in the event of leader, ID 5, and VL, ID 17, crash, VP, ID 24, sends 

CAB to lowest ID LHM with 2. Moreover, node 24 becomes the leader. Again, reception of CAB initiates EM 

flow among LHMs shown in Figure 5.7 (d), Event 7: Case 1. 

In Figure 5.6 (e), president node, with ID 16, after taking the charge of crashed leader, sends CAB to node 2 in 

the event of leader, ID 5, VL, ID 17, and VP, ID 24, crash, Event 6: Case 3. In addition, node 2 sends EM to all 

LHMs. 

In Figure 5.6 (f), L, VL, VP and all LHMs with ID 5, 17, 24, 2, 3, 4, 28, 29 respectively, got crashed. 

Subsequently, node 16, president, takes the charge of leader and sends CAB to lowest ID UHM with ID 30, 

Event 6: Case 4. 

In Figure 5.6 (g), L, VL and LH both crashed, Event 6: Case 5, and VP, ID 24, takes the charge of crashed 

leader and sends CAB to lowest ID UHM, ID 30.  Next, in Figure 5.6 (h), all LHMs and VL sends HeaRtbeat 

acknowledge Message (HRM) on the occurance of every 10th heartbeat message, Event 8 and Event 10.  

In Figure 5.6 (h), on the reception of every 20th heartbeat message VP, with ID 24, sends PCM to P, with ID 

16, Event 9. In response, node 16 sends APCM to node 24, Event 11. 

 

 
  

                                                           
1 Neighbors of all nodes are given Table 5.1. 
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Figure 5.6: DELFA in Execution. 
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Table 5.1.  Initial Node’s Neighbors for DELFA 
Nodes Neighbor Nodes 
1 28       
2 11 17 22     
3 15 17 18     
4 5 12 13 25 27   
5 4 6 7 21 24 28  
6 5 7 24 26 29   
7 5 6 8 20 28 29  
8 7 28      
9 10 15      
10 9 16      
11 2 18 19 22 24   
12 4 18 21 24    
13 4 14 27     
14 13 28      
15 3 9 17     
16 10 25      
17 2 3 15     
19 11 24      
20 7 23 29     
21 5 12 18 24    
22 2 11      
23 20 29      
24 5 6 11 12 18 19 21 
25 4 16 27     
26 6 24      
27 4 13 25     
28 1 5 8 14    
29 6 7 20 23    

 

 
Figure 5.7: Network Partition Handling and Merge Operation of DELFA. 
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5.4 correctneSS ProoF 
DELFA is stable coordinator election protocol and meets safety and liveness standards. We again prove these 

properties with the help of predicate calculus and some lemmas of ELFA. Firstly, we proof lemmas for self-

stabilization (SS, Lemma 1, 2, 3), fault tolerant (Lemma 4, 5) and termination (Lemma 6) properties, and then 

proof safety and liveness. We use same notation like ELFA with some additional as following: 

• N: Total number of nodes; 

• CODRi: ID of current coordinator at node i; 

• Ɲx: MANET component x; 

• P(Ɲx): Current President of MANET Ɲx; 

• L(Ɲx): Current leader of MANET Ɲx; 

• VL(Ɲx): Current vice-leader of MANET Ɲx; 

• VP(Ɲx): Current Vice-President of MANET Ɲx; 

• LH(Ɲx): Current Lower House (LH) of MANET Ɲx; 

• SENDi (M, j): Node i sends message M to node j; 

• RECVi (M, j): Node i receives message M from node j. 

LEMMA 1: MELFA execution with modified and augmented phases leads to a unique L, VL, VP and P and all 

N-1 nodes agree on the same chosen L. Formally, 

       ∀ i, j, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N : (STATEi = NORMAL ∧ STATEj = NORMAL ∧ NWL > 70) ⇒ (CODRi = CODRj)  (1) 

Proof. Assume the contrary. There are two nodes i and j whose state is NORMAL with CODR value is 

different. Formally, 

     (STATEi = NORMAL ∧ STATEj = NORMAL) ∧ (CODRi  = i ∧ CODRj  =  j) ∧ (i ≠ j)                (2) 

This statement can hold in either of the following two cases: 

Case 1: Node i and j are isolated from the network and no other node exist in their transmission range and this 

case is like Theorem 1: Case 1 of ELFA (Section 4.4), thus, it is worthlessness to explain it once more here. 

Case 2: Node i and j lie in two MANETs and these MANETs have no common node, so node i and j become 

the coordinator of their respective MANET. Again, this case is totally similar to Theorem 1: Case 2 of ELFA 

(Section4.4). 

Therefore, the Lemma 1 holds for above two cases. It is trivial to show similar proof for the uniqueness of for 

VL, VP and P also. ∎ 

LEMMA 2: DELFA ensures that each component of the system has unique leader. Formally, if Ɲx and Ɲy are 

two components of MANET then,  

                ∀ Ɲx, Ɲy : (Ɲx ≠ Ɲy) ⇒ (L(Ɲx)  ≠  L(Ɲj))          (3) 
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Argument: Concurrent initiation of Modified Phase 1 does not affect on unique leader election, however, it 

significantly increases EMs flow in the network. In concurrent execution phase, higher priority is given to 

lowest ID LHMs. Thus, eventually, it harbingers the second best node as L either in single MANET Ɲx or in 

both MANETs Ɲx and Ɲy. In addition, network partitioning may further create new components, say, Ɲa and 

Ɲb. Moreover, LHMs or UHMs of Ɲa and Ɲb initiate EM forwarding to elect tentative L, VL, P and VP, see 

Figure 5.7. Thus, in DELFA, each components has a unique leader. ∎ 

LEMMA 3: Node i get a leader eventually. Formally,  

              ∄ i : � CODRelecti  = FALSE           (4) 

Argument: Assume the contrary.  

               ∃ i: � CODRelecti  = FALSE           (5) 

Equation (5) can hold only in any of the following four situations: 

Case 1: Node i never receives CM, although, it had received EM. This case is handled like Lemma 1: Case 1 of 

ELFA (Section4.4). 

Case 2: Node i does not receive any message from any node. Formally, 

∃ i, j ∈ N, i ≠ j : j ∈ neighbor_namei ∧ 

¬(RECVi (CM, j) ∨ RECVi (NM, j) 

∨ RECVi (IM, j) ∨ RECVi (heartbeat, j))       (6) 

This situation can be interpreted as node i is isolated due to network partition. Formally, 

          i,  j ∈ N, i ≠ j : ∀ j ∉ neighbor_namei                         (7) 

However, this situation cannot remain true for infinitely long time due to Lemma 1. Therefore, equation (5) 

and (7) cannot hold for ever. 

Case 3: The protocol could not elect leader forever. Once again, this case can be proved like Lemma 1: Case 3 

of ELFA (Section4.4). 

Case 4: If any new joining node i joins the system, it will get the leader eventually. Formally, 

     ∀ Ɲx, ∃ j ∈ N, ∃ i, i ≠ j : i ∈ neighbor_namej ∧ SENDi (RM, j) ⇒ ◊ (RECVi (NM, j) ∧ RECVi (IM, L))       (8) 

Argument: Assume the contrary, that node i has not received NM forever. Formally, 

     ∀ Ɲx, ∃ j ∈ N, ∃ i, i ≠ j : i ∈ neighbor_namej ∧ SENDi (RM, j) ⇒ � ¬ (RECVi (NM, j) ∧ RECVi (IM, L))   (9) 

Equation (9) can hold only in any of the following two scenarios: 

Scenario 1: Assume that node i got isolated after sending RM. Therefore, according to Lemma 1, node i elects 

itself as leader, iff having NW greater than 70.  
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Scenario 2: Again, assume that node i has moved from its location after sending RM and becomes member of 

another MANET Ɲz. Now, node i again sends RM to its neighbor. However, if node i does not go out of range 

of its neighbor j then eventually, node j, receives the RM. Say, node j is also newly arrived node, it may also 

not have the leader information; thus, it sends WM to node i. However, node j already sends the RM to its 

neighbor, say, p. Node p again sends WM to node j, if node p is also new joining node. This may form a 

waiting chain; however, it would have the finite length. Now, any node z in the waiting chain may either has 

ID of L or may itself be L, hence, node z will send the ID of L to node p. Once this occurs, there is a chain of 

NM and IM that propagates down to node i. Therefore, the new joining node eventually becomes aware about 

the ID of current leader.  

Therefore, all these four cases contradict our assumption in equation (5), hence, Lemma 3 holds.∎ 

LEMMA 4: In the event of leader crash, DELFA delivers alternate leader within finite time. Formally, 

            ∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬L(Ɲx) ⇒ ◊ L(Ɲx)                              (10) 

Argument: Assume the contrary.  

                 ∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬L(Ɲx) ⇒ ◊ ¬L(Ɲx)                 (11) 

Equation (11) can be true in either of following two cases: 

Case 1: In the first case assume that VL, VP and P have already crashed before crash of leader, and there is no 

such special node to handle this situation. However, according to our assumption, P is the best NW node and 

remains stay after single fault, i.e., L crash. When P does not receive subsequent heartbeat from L, it becomes 

leader-in-charge and initiates new leader election in UH to elect tentative L, VL and VP. Hence, this case 

contradicts our assumption in Equation (11). 

Case 2: Assume that, crash of L leads to worst case network partitioning, refer Figure 5.7 (h). In this scenario, 

VL takes the charge of crashed leader like previous case within finite time. In addition, another component has 

no right to initiate the election due to limited NW. On the other hand, both components will get the leader-in-

charge within finite time, in average case. Thus, assumption, in equation (11), is also false. 

Therefore, new leader-in-charge becomes leader within finite time and system leads to fault-free scenario. ∎ 

LEMMA 5: Starting from multiple faults, i.e., crash of L, VL, VP and LH together, DELFA delivers alternate 

leader within finite time. Formally, 

                ∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬(L(Ɲx) ∨ VL(Ɲx) ∨ LH(Ɲx) ∨ VP(Ɲx)) ⇒ ◊L(Ɲx)               (12) 

Argument: Assume the contrary.  

            ∀ i ∈ N, i ∈ Ɲx : ¬(L(Ɲx) ∨ VL(Ɲx) ∨ LH(Ɲx) ∨ VP(Ɲx))  ⇒ � ¬L(Ɲx)               (13) 

Equation (13) can be true in only when President P of the system also get crashed with L, VL, VP and LH or P 

is already crashed. However, P, being the best node, never crashes as per assumption in our protocol. Hence, P 
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is always available to coordinate in uncoordinated MANET. Moreover, the crash of LH also does not affect P 

and P initiates election in UH. Therefore, equation (13) cannot hold forever. ∎ 

LEMMA 6: DELFA terminates after exchanging finite number of messages. 

Argument: As stated in Section 6, DELFA is based on MELFA and it employs some modified and augmented 

phases of MELFA to elect special nodes. Since, MELFA uses timeout mechanism, its termination is 

guaranteed. Nevertheless, DELFA also terminates eventually. It is obvious from the following operational 

semantics.  

The joining of new node i leads to N RMs, N UMs and N NMs, in addition to single CAB message (Event 3, 

4). Furthermore, Event 6 leads to 3(K-1) or 3(M-1) EMs and equal number of AMs, CMs messages with single 

CAB. Event 8 requires K HRMs in worst case. Moreover, Event 11, 12 and 13 requires only single PCM, 

APCM, IM, NM and at most M IMs. The network partitioning and merging may also lead to at most M+K 

initiations of election. Therefore, DELFA requires maximum two CABs, (N+2+M) IMs, single NoM, PCM, 

APCM, N RM and equal number of UM, NM, in addition, 9(K-1) EMs with equal number of AMs and CMs 

are required. The above message count is for the worst case, nevertheless, it is finite. Therefore, termination of 

DELFA is also guaranteed. ∎ 

THEOREM 1: DELFA achieves self-stabilization. 

Proof. Self-stabilize algorithms follows closure (i.e., system once in legal configuration, continues in legal 

configuration unless failure) and convergence (i.e., regardless of initial state, the system eventually returns to 

legal configuration) properties. DELFA protocol also follows closure (once a leader is elected, it continues to 

be leader till it fails) and convergence (stating from any initial condition, DELFA provides a leader to the 

system, eventually) properties. This is direct implication of Lemma 1, Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. ∎ 

THEOREM 2: DELFA guarantees safety. 

Proof. It also follows directly from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2. ∎ 

THEOREM 3: DELFA guarantees liveness.  

Proof. It is ensured due to Lemma 3. ∎ 

THEOREM 4: DELFA has fault-containment.  

Proof. Fault-containment property masks the non-faulty nodes from becoming faulty. On the crash of existing 

leader, DELFA provides alternate leader without bringing the system down to initial state. The fault-

containment property of DELFA is direct implication of Lemma 4 and Lemma 5. ∎ 
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5.5 meSSage comPlexity 
In following section, we consider message complexity of DELFA. 

5.5.1 Best Case: 

In the best case, the joining of new node in the pre-established coordinated MANET, results in minimum 

number of message (RM, NM and UM) exchanges. It can be understood with the following two scenarios: 

Case 1: Assume that, in a one dimensional line network, a new joining node i becomes the neighbor of L. This 

scenario leads to reception of RM at L and IM at new joining node i. Hence, only two messages (i.e.,1 RM and 

1 IM) are exchanged to allow new joining node i to access the services of current leader L in the system, see 

Figure5.8. 

 

 
Figure 5.8: Best Case Scenario 1 of DELFA. New joining node is neighbor of leader. 

Case 2: Again, assume that, in a one dimensional line network, a new joining i node becomes the neighbor of some 

ordinary node j. Soon after that, node j receives RM and it sends NM and UM. Now, it is possible that node j is not 

neighbor of L, however, we have already assumed that the cost of UM flow is one. Reception of UM at L leads to 

propagation of an IM which also has unit cost. Hence, this scenario leads to exchange of only four messages (i.e., 1 RM, 1 

NM, 1UM and 1 IM) to join a newly arrived node i, see Figure 5.9. 

Figure 5.9: Best Case Scenario 2 of DELFA. New joining node is neighbor of some ordinary 
node. 

Hence, DELFA uses either 2 or 4 messages, in the best case. 

5.5.2 Average Case: 

In average case, joining of new node i and leader crash have been considered two different cases in DELFA as 

follows: 

Case 1: Assume that, new joining node i is the neighbor of all nodes in pre-existing MANET, see Figure 5.10. 

In this scenario, newly arrived node i will send RM to its one neighbor and wait for timeout. If node i does not 

receives IM before timer expires, it again sends RM to another neighbor. Consider that, node i has not received 

IM from all N-1 nodes and finally, receives it from Nth nodes. Thus, in this case total N+1 message (i.e., N 

RMs, 1 NM or 1 UM) will be generated.  
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Case 2: In MANET, L may crash at any instant. This event will initiate election in LH (or UH) using CAB, see 

Figure 5.11. Subsequently, the lower ID LHM i sends EM to all K-1 nodes.  The reception of EM at all LHMs 

causes forwarding of AM intended to node i. Afterwards, node i will send CM to all K-1 nodes. Thus, in this 

case, the number of messages would be total 3(K-1) + 1 (i.e., k-1 EMs, k-1 AM, k-1 CM and 1 CAB). 

 
Figure 5.10: Average Case Scenario 1 of DELFA. New joining node is neighbor of leader. 

 

 
Figure 5.11: Average Case Scenario 2 of DELFA. Leader got crashed. 

5.5.3 Worst Case: 

In the worst case, L, VL, LH and VP crashes together, however, the best node of system, i.e., P, sends CAB to 

lowest ID UHM, see Figure 5.12. In addition, P also sends IM to all M UHMs. The reception of CAB initiates 

EM forwarding to all M-1 UHMs, similar to above case 2 in average case. Moreover, EM causes M-1 AMs and 
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M-1 CMs messages. Therefore, worst case leads to total 4(M-1) + 1 (i.e., M-1 IM, M-1 EM, M-1 AM, M-1 CM 

and 1 CAB) messages. 

 
Figure 5.12: Worst Case of DELFA. Crash of leader, lower house and vice-leader. 

 
5.6 diScuSSion 

In this chapter, we have developed a fault tolerant and highly available leader election protocol. The concept of 

Lower House and Upper House, thought used in parliamentary system that makes the protocol more failure 

resilient. Furthermore, nodes which have facility to enhance their NW, they have brighter chance to become L, 

VL, VP and P which enhances stability of the system. Also, DELFA uses MELFA, to elect L, VL, P and VP in 

minimum number of control message exchange. There is no fixed criterion to decide the size of LH, i.e., K. 

Nevertheless, size of LH must increase on very significant increase in total number of mobile nodes; in 

addition, the total number of LHMs in the MANET and their susceptibility to failure may be considered one of 

the critical parameters to decide the size of LH. Therefore, there is no method to find the optimal size of Lower 

House (LH). The appropriate LH size estimation is an optimization challenges in this protocol. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Chapter 6 
Simulated 

Results 

“Elegance is not a dispensable luxury but a factor that decides 

between success and failure” 
- Edsger Wybe Dijkstra 
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n this chapter, we present our simulated results based on NS-2 network simulator which compares the 

performance of four protocols, AEFA, MELFA, ELFA and DELFA, on the various parameters, e.g., 

election latency, control message flow in election, node density, failure rate of leader, etc.  

We have assumed the nodes randomly distributed in a 500 × 500 meter2 simulation area and we assume the 

number of nodes varying from 50 to 250. In addition, we suppose maximum message propagation time 

between any two nodes is 0.002 second and transmission range of each node is 250 meters. Leader node 

periodically, after every 90 seconds, sends heartbeat message to other nodes in the area. Furthermore, the non-

receipt of heartbeat message, for 190 seconds, at some node triggers it to start election protocol. It is also a 

noting point here interval for heartbeat message and absence of heartbeat message can be set according to 

application requirements. Finally, each point on the graph has been plotted by taking the average values of 10 

simulations runs. 

1. Impact of Number of Nodes (Number of Nodes v/s EMs Exchange): 

In order to curve these parameters, we place 50-250 nodes randomly in 500 × 500 meter2. In addition, we 

consider only two protocols namely AEFA and MELFA under this circumstance. The resultant graph is shown 

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2. Figure 6.1 represents average case plot of AEFA and MELFA for number of EMs, 

where election process held within all or subset of nodes. Initially, graph points A1 and A2 are close to each 

other which show that the performance of both the protocols is comparable, when there are less number of 

nodes in the network. Afterwards, both curve rise; however, the gradient of the plot for MELFA is significantly 

less as compared to AEFA. The reason behind the difference in slop of these curves is the piggybacking and 

multicast techniques used in MELFA whereas AEFA uses broadcast. In Figure 6.2, we consider an optimistic 

scenario where all nodes are neighbor of each other. This situation is equivalent to best case of MELFA (Case 

2, refer Section 3.5.1); however, the plot of AEFA still shows high gradient as the protocol is not able to derive 

advantage from this favorable situation. 

2. Impact of Number of Nodes (Number of Nodes v/s Election Latency): 

Similar to previous graph (Figure 6.2), we place 50-250 nodes randomly in 500 × 500 meter2 and consider only 

AEFA and MELFA. The graph in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4 shows the number of node versus election latency 

which is, in fact, relative execution time of MELFA and AEFA, under two conditions: (i) all nodes are 

neighbors of each other; (ii) protocol execution in all or subset of nods, respectively. Here also, the 

performance of MELFA is considerable better than AEFA. 

I 
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Figure 6.1: MELFA and AEFA – Number of Nodes v/s EMs Exchange, Case 1. All 
nodes are neighbors of each other. 

 

Figure 6.2: MELFA and AEFA – Number of Nodes v/s EMs Exchange, Case 2. All 
nodes are neighbors of each other. 
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Figure 6.3: MELFA and AEFA – Number of Nodes v/s Election Latency, Case 1. All 
nodes are neighbors of each other. 

 

 
Figure 6.4: MELFA and AEFA – Number of Nodes v/s Election Latency, Case 2. 
Average case of MELFA. 
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3. Node Density (Number of Nodes v/s Election Latency): 

In order to examine the impact of node density in AEFA and MELFA, we use 250 × 250 meter2 simulation 

area for 100-700 nodes under the assumption that all nodes are not the neighbors of each other. In the graphs, 

Figure 6.5, we observe that the election latency of AEFA is much higher than MELFA. However, curve of 

MELFA has some critical points like A1, B1, C1 and D1. At point A1, election latency of MELFA is lower for 

100 nodes, and then increases for 200 nodes, refer graph point B1. Again, election latency of MELFA 

decreases for graph point C1, where the total number of nodes are 300 in the simulation area. This represents 

the encroachment of node compactness. When only 100 nodes are there, election latency is low due to small 

number of nodes. Subsequently, as the number of nodes increases up to 200, election latency also increases. 

However, at graph point C1, election latency decreases because, due to higher node density, all nodes become 

the neighbors of each others. On the other hand, when the number of node lies between 400 to 700, election 

latency increases due to increase in number of EMs; though all the nodes are still neighbors of each other. 

Figure 6.5: MELFA and AEFA – Node Density. 

4. Impact of Protocol (Number of Nodes v/s Election Message): 

In order to analyze the comparison between MELFA, ELFA and DELFA, we place 100-1000 nodes in 500 × 

500 meter2 simulation area. Here, we consider best, average and worst case of all these protocols, refer Figure 

6.6, Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8. Analysis of average case for ELFA and DELFA is given with analysis of Figure 

6.9. 
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Figure 6.6: Best case of MELFA, ELFA and DELFA. 

 

 
Figure 6.7: Average case of MELFA, ELFA and DELFA. 
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Figure 6.8: Worst Case of MELFA, ELFA and DELFA. 

5. Impact of House Concept (Number of Nodes v/s Messages Exchange): 

Under this section, we analyze the impact of Lower House concept. We consider our both fault tolerant 

protocols. Here, we consider total number of messages to elect new leader i.e., EM, AM and CM. Although, 

DELFA and ELFA provides availability of leader in the event of coordinator crash, the graph, in Figure 6.9 

and Figure 6.10, represents total number of messages exchange to elect new vice-leader.  

Figure 6.9 demonstrates total number of messages exchange in the presence of leader, in average case, where 

we consider network partition too. Further, we assume that the cabinet size should increase with every 

significant increase in the number of nodes, in context of ELFA. The graph reflects the impact of intromission 

of cabinet concept in MELFA, which results in very less message transmission to elect new leader. In addition, 

constant increase in cabinet size results a liner graph. On the other hand, Lower House size should step-up at a 

very prominent increment of total nodes in the system; refer graph points A1, B1, C1, D1 and E1. The graph 

comprises two critical points namely A2 and B2. On these two points, curve of ELFA and DELFA cuts 

together. In addition, noticeable point is that curve of ELFA up to A2 is falling down than DELFA and after 

point B2, ELFA curve is always above the DELFA curve. The main reason behind this inadequate curve as 

follow: initially, at the point A1, there are only 50 nodes in the system. According the concept of ELFA, now 

cabinet size should be lower unlike DEFLA where lower house size should be greater even in the presence of 

small number of nodes. As the node will be 200, DELFA operate better than ELFA because now cabinet size 
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of ELFA increases with regular increment of nodes. The same reason lies for the point B2 and both curve after 

point B2. 

Figure 6.10 shows the worst case of both protocols where a leader exists in DELFA, but, not in ELFA. Thus, in 

ELFA, a leader is absent for certain time, refer Figure 6.11. In fact, the graph, in Figure 6.11, shows higher 

availability of leader in DELFA protocol (we neglect the time of heartbeat absence, i.e., 190 seconds). The 

graph, in Figure 6.11, holds a critical point A1. After the point A1, curve of ELFA goes down. The fact 

backside is as: at point A2, total number of nodes in the system is 450. Whenever, cabinet crashes in ELFA, in 

the worst case, it leads to a drastic reduction in total number of nodes in the system; hence, to get the new 

leader as well as new cabinet MELFA have to be executed in a very less number of nodes unlike point A1. The 

same argue is sufficient for the point A3.  

Figure 6.9: Election Message Exchange to Elect Tentative Leader in Average Case 
of ELFA and DELFA. 

 

Figure 6.10: Election Message Exchange to Elect Tentative Leader in Worst Case of 
ELFA and DELFA. 
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Figure 6.11: Nodes in ELFA without Leader. In this case, DELFA shows higher availability of leader 
(0 second to elect a leader).  

In summary, we have analyzed following points: 

1. Our non-fault tolerance protocol, MELFA, is much better than similar class protocol, AEFA, in term 

of very less control message exchanges, time to elect new leader and node density. 

2. ELFA and DELFA is again much better than MELFA in term of minimum number of control 

message exchanges and time to elect new leader. 

3. Finally, DELFA is very much better than ELFA. Graph represents that DELFA provides higher 

availability of leader. Furthermore, DELFA floods minimum messages to elect new vice-leader in 

presence of vice-leader-in-charge unlike ELFA, also in the absence of leader.  

 
 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Chapter 7 
Stopping Points 

“We are not certain, we are never certain. If we were we could 

reach some conclusions, and we could, at last, make others 

take us seriously” 
- Albert Camus  
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oordinator election is basic to accomplish any application in static as well as dynamic environment. In 

addition, ad hoc nature of dynamic scenarios throws election problem more challenging. In the 

dissertation, we have developed and implemented three leader election protocols for mobile ad hoc 

network that satisfy three major requirements of the work, refer Section 2.3. In term of objective, we have 

successfully accomplished our primal target, i.e., avoidance of broadcast storm without neighbor discovery. In 

fact, the dissertation attains following objectives: 

1. Firstly, MELFA protocol not only greatly reduces the message overhead in leader election, it also 

reduces election latency. In fact, to the best of our knowledge, MELFA is the first protocol, since 

2003, after the development of AEFA [21], which contributes a lot in leader election through extrema 

finding approach. Although, several protocols [23, 24, 25] have been developed after AEFA, most of 

them are incremental contribution only. In MELFA, we piggybacked some information, unlike 

AEFA, to decrease control message exchange. Furthermore, MELFA does not use Diffusion 

Computation, unlike AEFA. 

2. Secondly, MELFA is not fault-tolerant. Thus, we developed another fault tolerant protocol. The 

second protocol, ELFA, provides a higher degree of failure resiliency. Again, the concept of elite 

nodes is novel and it fulfills safety property in each MANET components, unlike [24]. 

3. Finally, we have implemented entirely new concept of persisting parliament in leader election 

protocol for mobile ad hoc network. Adapting the similar terminology, we crate Lower House and 

Upper House with the existence of President, Leader, Vice-Leader and Vice-President which provide 

fault tolerance up to a saturation point like democratic system, where existence of executive is 

essential at all time to deal with affairs of state. More importantly, the protocol, DELFA, is a 

especially designed protocol for large scale MANETs.  

Summarily, the protocol suite presented in the dissertation uses altogether novel design concept and to a large 

extent, it accomplished the objectives set in beginning of the dissertation. 
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